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Technology Leadership Workshop
Crown Plaza

Kansas City, Missouri
May 2, 1997

Workshop Outcomes
Workshop Participants:

Gain a valid " big picture" of current school change issues related to technology,
Acquire current materials addressing technology leadership issues,
Clarify their beliefs, vision, and needs for their district's technology efforts,
Learn about strategies for enhancing their technology leadership efforts, and
Build their networks of school leaders regarding technology efforts.

Workshop Agenda
9:00-9:30 a.m.
9:30-10:30 a.m.
10:30-10:45 a.m.
10:45-11:00 a.m.
11:00-11:30 a.m.

11:30-12:00 p.m.
12:00-1:00 p.m.
1:00-1:30 p.m.
1:30-2:00 p.m.
2:00-2:15 p.m.
2:15-3:00 p.m.
3:00-3:30 p.m.
3:30-4:00 p.m.

Introductions and Agenda Overview
I. Building a Sound Big Picture for Technology Leadership
Break
Resources and Materials for Leaders
II. Getting Focused for Sound Technology Leadership

A. Clarify Your Philosophical Base
B. Maximize Your Knowledge and Experience Base

Lunch
C. Describe the Vision You Possess for Your District
D. Assess Gaps, Resources, and Constraints

Break
III. Pursuing Strategies for Enhancing Technology Leadership
Networking and Sharing Strategies
Evaluation and Wrap-up

Workshop Presenter
Dr. Jim Parry, Director, Technology and Innovations in Education (TIE)
1925 Plaza Blvd., Rapid City, SD 57702
Phone: (605)394-1876; Fax:(605)394-5315; E-mail: jparry@tie.net

Workshop Facilitator
Mr. Chris Rapp, Senior Associate, Technology
McREL, 2550 South Parker Road, Suite 500
Aurora, CO 80014
Phone: (303)743-5580; Fax:(303)337-3005; e-mail: chrisr@mcrel.org
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I. Building a Sound
Big Picture for

Technology Leadership
Pursuing sound and meaningful technology leadership requires a valid
understanding of current educational issues surrounding rapidly advancing
technology. Thus, the impact of educational technology should be considered
within the context of our changing world. Educational stakeholders--students,
teachers, administrators, and community members--face a Communications Age
environment with a host of societal and economic implications of global
proportions. These dramatic shifts require reforms in educational structures and
practices that are associated with the institution traditionally called school.

A. Thumbnail Sketches of "Big Picture" Slides
In order for leaders to maintain a sound technology leadership perspective, they
must consider the bigger picture. The following pages include selected thumbnail
sketches of slides that capture and highlight issues and consideraticns potentially
impacting technology leadership. The slides raise fundamental topics such as What
is appropriate curriculum for schools in the late 90's? What is a valid icon for
school as it stretches beyond the bounds of a little red building with a bell on top?
and What are the implications of emerging and future technologies for education?.

B. Matrix Comparing Communications Age and Industrial Age Teaching
and Learning
Most educators are comfortable with the teaching and learning environment
associated with the Industrial Age. In that era, school was primarily a "place" where
students went to access the information resources for building knowledge and basic
skills. As information becomes available nearly "anyplace" in the Communications
age, the role of school and the roles of educational stakeholders are changing. To
gain a clearer perspective of these shifts, a matrix suggesting changes from Industrial
Age to Communications Age Teaching and Learning environments is included as a
graphic in this section of the workshop manual.

C. Viewing Educational Technology Through a Grid of Four Areas
As educational technology made its entrance into educational settings, the majority
of the attention was directed towards the hardware. Progressive and responsible



school leaders recognize the importance of looking at the bigger picture that
considers the implications in a broader context. To assist leaders in framing
educational technology issues, the workshop developers encourage school leaders to
view technology-related issues through a grid of fundamental topics that raise
important considerations. Certainly, there is overlap amongst the areas, but the
framework offers a structure for considering a broad range of important related
issues. For the purposes of the workshop discussions and activities, the suggested
areas for the grid include:

Systems and Resources
This area refers to the school organization and structures such as policies,

governance structure, facilities, administration, school calendar, and community
involvement. Also, this area includes fiscal issues accompanying the annual budget
for the school system.

Technical Infrastructure
This area addresses the physical components that represent the technical

infrastructure for the district's technology efforts.

People Infrastructure
This area is concerned with the human element of the district's technology

effort. In particular, this area addresses building the capacity of stakeholders--
students, teachers, administrators, and community members--to access and
implement technology tools and products successfully.

Technology-infused Teaching and Learning
This area refers to the day-to-day business of education. That is, the effective

integration of technology as a vital tool and resource for providing and facilitating
teaching and learning in response to the Communications Age paradigm for
schooling.

D. Technology Leadership Resource Materials and Articles
Technology Leaders can benefit from materials and resources that summarize vital
issues and offer ideas for addressing educational technology. This section of the
workshop manual includes key documents and articles to support basic educational
technology leadership.
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Ten thousand years ago, the basics of education
were quite different. Reading and writing had not
been invented. Information was stored and passed
on mainly through a combination of oral tradition
and artifacts such as tools. The development of
reading and writing clearly brought with it a
significant addition to basics...Thus, the basics
can and do change. However, they do not change
very often. The three Rs have been with us for
thousands of years. We have no indication that
they will suddenly disappear.

O.* Muvrasat L.-zrmin, sad Lasling.rals Technology. 1993
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With the growing popularity of multimedia
comes...the language of multimedia...There
are three major components to this language:

An understanding of the "grammar.' of
aesthetic presentation, loosely referred
to aS "design:"

A grasp of skills needed to manipulate
media in meaningful ways; and

The ability to use these skills to express a
vision in terms others can appreciatc .

lawn rain T7OCIINOS.
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Because of the emergence of
multimedia technology, we
are being forced to expand
one of the cornerstones of our
academic culture.

The 3 Rs arc becoming the 4 Rs:
Reading, 'Biting, 'Rithmatic,
and aRt.

lam Oblv.17.47/N0.1 ienr.
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In schools where the curriculum is a mass
to be swallowed, where students are fed
information meals all too similar to fast
foodhigh in fat, low in nutritionwe
should not be asking how to employ the
Internet to support curriculum. We should
first be asking what kind of curriculum is
appropriate in 1997.

We should first change the curriculum to
focus on learning. Schools should be much
more about students making meaning rather
than merely committing someone else's insights
to memory. Learning ought to be much more
like cooking than eating.
But not microwave cooking!

Jamieson McKenzie. Fnnn Now On. January 1997
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While schooling in the
19th and 20th centuries
was primarily about
students mastering
processed information
the core curriculumit
is likely that schooling
and learning during the

next century will be characterized by far more
P OS PEC TING the purposeful, skilled, but
somewhat haphazard search for insight and truth
across a complicated information landscape.

Why? Because information problem-solving
skills will he paramountthe basic founda-
tion for a robust career and life.

lanUeson McKenzie, From Non On, January 1997

frionnuctranientrenc-coonatonino-ocansco.ouneoincionesmaieconeno.1
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The emergine literacy
we all must master
requires diving into a
sea of information and
immersine ourselves in
data in order to harvest
patterns of knowledge,
just as fish extract
oxygen from water
with their gills.

As educators, understanding how to structure
learnine experiences to make such immersion
possible is the core of the new rhetoric.

Expanding traditional definitions of literacy and
rhetoric into immersion-centered experiences of
interacting with information is crucial to preparing
students for full participation in 21st-century society.

Deda. Unmans and Lra rtg Wah Trchnolor 1995
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We need to acknowledge up front that the Internet
was not designed with schools in mind. It is not an
information compacting device like a textbook...
The information is usually presented with little
thought to how it might be used in a school by a
teacher and a classroom of students. Rarely do -we
find a "teacher's guide.-

As long as the Internet presents itself as a
highly disorganized frontier, schools must
make a major investment iii organizing "tours"
to the best information sites. The inefficiencies
of creating insight and making meaning may
otherwise overwhelm the advantages.

larramon McKovic. F1,1111 Now O. lan,dy

SCHOOL MISS
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For communities that suocessfully tap the

power of todays technology, going to school

in the future will have lithe to do with transporting

students to information.

It will be about moving information to students.

School will be everywhere.

Odvard Epil Dyrli and Daniel Kinnaman
Technology & Learning. May/June 1994
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My son and others fortunate to have access to
the Internet testify that the very foundations of
schooling are shaking beneath us, as if in the
throes of an earthquake. What students learn,
how they leant, who they learn with, and where
they learn are shifting, moved by the cultural
equivalent of plate tectonics. Bill Crocoll,
superintendent in Chittenden, Vermonta
school district nationally recognized for
technology usagesays technologies like
the Internet force us to stop thinking of school
as a place and focus on school as a concept.

Ralph Brauer, TECH NOS, Fall 1995
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Even among those teachers most proficient
with technology, many classrooms are still
teacher centered; to the disadvantage of the
learner, roles arc not changing. In many cases,
this is because teachers do not have a vision of
life in the approaching century.

Conde Fut .5.5CD Curriculundrechnology Quru&y. Sp Dug 1996
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...the first step to creating a new generation

. sof American schools Ls to think small and

Iniercoanected. Instead of our

present capital-intensive

physical plants stuffed with

teachers, students, and

currimilum resources, we uow

have the opportunity to think

of school more In terms of

an integer:inflected glolml

network of neighborhood

gathering places.

Dan Ct.., reanohm. a Leandm Nov De_ .7/5
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Most of the talk about the convergence

of televisions, telephones, and computers

misses the point.

Convergence is simplethe PC is it!

Everything elsetelevisions, telephones, rakes, fax machines,
and moreeventually gets sucked into the PC, cannibalized by

ever huff and more powerful paxessors.

Dan Ennaman, Tedsmolov 6 Leandxg, NonOcc 1595
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Digital life will include very little real-time
broadcast. As broadcast becomes digital, the
bits are not only easily time-shiftable but need
not be received in the same order or at the same
rate as they will be consumed.

For example, it will be possible to deliver one
hour of video over fiber in a fraction of a second
(some experiments today show that the time
needcd to deliver one hour of vHs-quality video
can be as small as one-hundredth of a second)

On-demand information will dominate digital life.
We will ask explicitly and implicitly for what we
want, when we want it.

=127

trucbobs tin opame. Being Digital. 1995
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The teacher in this classroom has to play
many roles. She is part computer technician
and part information highway tour guide.
A big part of her job involves record
management, thus her computer is larger
and more expensive than the students'
laptops. Although the computer has made
her job easier, it has not replaced the teacher.-
She is still the resident expert on curriculum,
learner behavior, and motivation.

C.a.,. Chile. qatEe, Shoubnut.. iumwa 006
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Our vision of a fourth-grade classroom
In the year 2016...Each student has a
notebook-sized computer on his or her
desk.,.The classroom's computers are
networked into the teacher's master
computer, which acts as a file server
and a massive storage device. The
computers are aLso connected to the
library where thousands of CD-ROM
disks can be "borrowed" to the laptops.
CD7ROM dislo in 2016 are made in the
classroom. They hold text, color, sound,
video, and camera-quality graphics.

C I*. M. .01....11. 91113.171CVNGS, "wow
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We are living in a time of
rapid change. However,
change is a relative thing.
Our parents also lived in
times of rapid technological
change. Changes such as
the telephone, automobile,
airplane, and television
seem mind-boggling to me.
In any case, it is the adults
who are stressed by the
changenot the children.

David Moursund. 1993
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Why, ir most educators believe that technology
can improve the educational process, is it so
difficult to implement and integrate? Why do
so many educators Lave difficulty deciding
how to use technology in the classroom? How
can American schools spend so much money
on technology yet he so unclear about how to
use it? Why are there still so many unanswered
questions concerning the use of technology in
the classroom?

(eu Kwajcw.ki. Learning and Loading Bilh Terlinelog y. 1997

19

Jon Saphier and John D'Auria (1993) define a core
value as a "central belief deeply understood and
shared by every member of an organization; they
focus its energy and are the anchor point for all its
plans." According to Saphier and D'Auria, a core
value should permeate all of the organization's
undertakings and plans, drive decision-making, and
be the very last thing the organization would give up.
In addition, a violation of the core value should elicit
a strong reaction.

1Cco Kwajcarskt, Lew a pawl Ledir.97*Techowlegy. 1997
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What is technology then? Technology is a
tool that has many things in common with the
previously listed educational components. But
because it is none of these things, it needs its
own place In the educational system...Many
schools systems could radically improve their
chances of integrating technology successfully
if they considered technology as a core value.

Kes Koljcwski. Learning and Lending 5595 TerhnoThr. 195:

WHAT'S

TECHNOLOGY
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ISSUES AND CHALLENGES
TO REACHING THE VISION

Vision of
New Learning Environments

"Communications Age"

Picture of
Current Learnint4 En% ironments

Primarily "Industrial Age"

School is everywhere
Communities of learners
Dynamic, flexible. evolvine curriculum

Learner centered processes and practices for
learning

Equitable access and seamless infusion of
technology

Technology facilitates multimedia-based
communication, information sharing.
collaboration

The pursuit of professional excellence is
continuous and supported with new models
and resources

Teaching and learnine reflect an increased
quality of understandine and standards of
excellence

New flexible and expanded roles for
educational community stakeholders exist

New organizational models of systems
support a Communications Age vision of
learning

School is a place
Classroom groups of students
Textbook driven, static curriculum

Teacher directed processes and practices for
learning

Inequitable access and use of technology as
an add-on

Technology primarily automates
"traditional" practices

Professional development opportunities are
limited. detached from research and under
funded

Teaching and learning primarily reflect a
quantitative level of understanding and
varying degrees of excellence

Single focus roles for stakeholders are the
norm

School systems support linear learning
sequences, time bound units of work. and
age determined cohorts

15 BEST COPY HAULM
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Selected Web Sites
for Technology Leadership

The Web offers a world of information and support for technology leaders.
A few recommended sites providing strong, relevant information include:

McREL's Technology Connections Site
http://www.mcrel.org/connect/tech/index.html

NC-RTEC's Site
http://www.ncrteclorg

Resource Page for Technology Coordinators Site
http://cybergate.com/blesig/hoffman/tech_coord.html

From Now On Publication Site
http://fromnowon.org/



RECOMMENDED PUBLICATIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY LEADERS

Prepared by TIE, Fall 1996

CLASSROOM CONNECT: The K-12 Educator s Practical Guide to Using the
Internet. Published nine times a year for $39 by Wentworth Worldwide Media, Inc.,P.O. Box 10488, Lancaster, PA 17605-0488. To subscribe or obtain a sample issue,Email to: connect@wentworth.com. Sample articles: How to Teach Teachers aboutthe Internet, New User Basics, Lesson Plan Goldmines.

ELECTRONIC LEARNING: Your Resource for Technology and School Change.
Published six times a year for $23.95 by Scholastic Inc. Subscription correspondence
address: P.O. Box 3797, Boulder, CO 80322-3797. Sample article: Emerging
Technologies' - New for Early Childhood.

INVENTING TOMORROW'S SCHOOLS: News, Views & Previews of Information
Age Learning & Teaching. Published six times a year for non-profit institutions at
$139 by The Global Village Schools Institute, PO Box 22075, Alexandria, VA 22304.
Voice mail: 703-823-6853. Email GVSMECK@AOL.COM.

LEARNING AND LEADING WITH TECHNOLOGY: The Journal of Educational
Technology Practice and Policy. Published eight times a year for $61 ($55 member-
ship dues include subscription) by the International Society for Technology in
Education, 1787 Agate St., Eugene, OR 97403-1923. Phone: 541-3464414. Internet:
ISTE@oregon.uoregon.edu. Sample articles: Using Windows in the Multimedia
Classroom, Mining the Internet, Technology-Driven Systemic Change.

TECHNOLOGY & LEARNING. Published eight times a year for $24 by Peter Li, Inc.,
PO Box 49727, Dayton, OH 45449-0727. Phone: 1-800-543-4383. Sample articles:
Special Software for Special Kids, Surfing the World Wide Web to Education Hot-
Spots.

TECHNOS: Journal of the Agency for Instructional Technology. Published quarterly
for $20 a year by TECHNOS Press, Box A, BlOOmington, IN 47402-0120. Phone: 812-
339-2203. Email: technbs@linknet.com.:. Sample articles: The Internet as School, or
Welcome to our MUD Room, Should Governors Control their State's Public
Education Systems?

THE JOURNAL: Technological Horizons in Education. Published eleven times a
year for $29 (free to qualified individuals) by The Journal, 150 El Camino Real, Suite
112, Tustin, CA 92680-3670. URL address: http:/ /www.thejournal.com. Phone: 714-
730-4011. Sample articles: Creating the Records Management Program in the
Arlington Independent School District, Adult Supervision in the Distance Learning
Classroom: Is it Necessary?, Find it on the Web.



THREE KEY RESOURCES
FOR EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP

Prepared by TIE, Fall 1996

.MULTIMEDIA AND VIDEODISC COMPENDIUM: The Most Complete and Up-
To-Date Guide in the Industry for, Education and Training. Contact:
'Emerging Technology Consultants Inc., 2819 Ham line Avenue North, St..

Paul, MN 55113. Phone: 612-639-3973. FAX: 612-639-0110. Includes
. 3,800 titles produced by nearly 350 companies and a Professional
Organiiaiions and Publications Index. Contents are divided into: Business
and Industry, Education, Health, and Technology. This catalog covers
laserdiscs, CDs and multimedia software. The $45 one year subscription
includes two updates and two index diskettes.

ONLY THE BEST: The Annual Guide to the Highest Rated Educational
Software and Multimedia. Published by the Association for Supervision
and Curriculum Development, 1250 N. Pitt Street, Alexandria, VA 22314-
1403. Phone: 703-549-9110. Price: Book version, $25; Disk version, $99.
This publication identifies the most recent educational software and
multimedia programs that have met Only the Best's high standards for
excellence. Includes recommendations for special education, and a
directory of software publishers.

LEADERSHIP & TECHNOLOGY: WHAT SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS NEED
TO KNOW: An ITTE Technology. Leadership Network Special Report. This

:manual provides'_.school board members with hundreds of questions and
swers..-addressing technology planning. It is designed to help the board
ernber-:1(1.):-ok-f,..the:..?cright qUestions, (2) absorb information- without
etting overly techniCal, (3) make better decisions when little informa-
ion is 'available,- and:(4) become more of a technology leader rather than
eipendirfg:iblely ton others. Contact the National School Boards Associa-_

len, -1680 ,DLike Street, Alexandria, VA 22314.. Phone: 703-838-6722. On
nternet: ..,,Ilttp.:/(www.nspa.org/itte. Price: $35 plus shipping & handling,

2E4.- for fk4, or -More.
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POLICY & LEADERSHIP
SETH J. ITZKAN

The tools of
technological
forecasting and

assessment
provide insight
into the online

0-vorld that lies

ahead.

Assessing the Future of
Telecomputing Environments
Implications for Instruction and Administration
0 Seth J. Itzkan

No educational administrator can fail to notice the

rumblings of change coming at the hands of telecomputing

technologies. These technologies include audio-visual com-

puting, the Internet. Information Highways, and others.

But what will their lasting effects be. and how are planners

to anticipate them? The tools of technological forecasting

and assessment can provide helpful insights. Although these

tools have traditionally been the province of business and

government. it is now essential that they find a home in the

academic professions.

There are four methods commonly used for a technol-

ogy forecast and assessment. These are (1) expert opin-

ions. (2) leading indicator analysis. (3) trend analysis.

and (4) diffusion theory. Each of these provides a unique

perspective, revealing the significance of the technology,

its rate of change. and the process of its adoption.

Expert Opinion
Expert opinion is the first and easiest method of a

technical forecast. It lets one know what the leaders of the

time have to say about the topic on hand. It is a tempera-

ture gauge of current thinking. In regards to telecomputing.

the temperature gauge reads "hot." Experts are promising

comprehensive connectivity and global multimedia

telecomputing between schools before the turn of the cen-

tury. In a speech to the World Future Society last July.

Raymond Smith. CEO of Bell Atlanta stated.

-Today we are wiring schools throughout our re-

gion with interactive video, tomorrow a real time

global interactive university...sooner than you'd

ever believe."

In mirroring this rhetoric. Vice President Al Gore has

challenged the telecommunications industry to -connect
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all of our classrooms, all of our librarits, and all of our

hospitals and clinics by the year 2000." This is powerful

!anguage from powerful people. In as much as one is a

company executive and the other a poiitician, the school

administrator may be skeptical. but must not dismiss the

significance of these statements. On these comments alone.

prudence would suggest serious investigation into school

models that support comprehensive, national, and inter-

national connectivity

Leading Indicators
Expert opinion, however, means nothing if the evi-

dence is not there to corroborate it. The leading indicators

are those phenomena that are "signs of things to come."

In regards to emerging telecomputing technologies, most

applications are marketed toward the business commu-

nity and so their significance for education is not always

apparent. Nonetheless. we are seeing that the time it takes

for a technology to move from the domain of business to

the domain of education is shrinking rapidly. Many emerg-

ing technologies in the business world today are only a

few years from being an emerging technology for educa-

tion. These are thus leading indicators. There are three

kinds of leading indicators to investigate, those regarding

future computing. future telecommunications. and fu-

ture applications:

Future Computing
Audio-visual Computingthe merging of analog and

digital signals into a single data format. This allows

computer and communications operations to be

readily intermixed on a workstation. Examples are

the new LAC Ns, and the Silicon Graphics Indy. Each

is capable of seamless handling of video and audio in

a traditional computing environment.



PowerPCsnew line of RISC-based computers from

Apple and IBM. These will be the first generation of

mass-marketed computen specifically made to handle

he intensive memory and computational requiremems

of real-time multimedia. Audio and visual signal ma-

nipulation will no longer be an incapacitating strain

on the system. Traditional computing applications.

such as spreadsheets and document processors will

run five to 10 times as fast as they do on today's top

486 and Quadra models.

Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs)computer note-

pads. used as address books, schedulers. :uid memo

keepers. but also sporting such advanced features as

handwriting recognition, voice activation, and even

E-mail, fax. and cellular capabilities. Future models

will be targeted for wider markets, including educa-

tion. PDAs with CD-ROM capability is a plausible

achievement by decade's end.

Future 'Telecommunications
ISDNthe Integrated Services Digital Network. Pr-

madly this is an advanced form of phone service that

will also offer video capabilities. Future applications

will include basic video-phone conferencing and data

transfer over a single conduit. The significance for

faschools is that -phone service" will affect curriculum.

.t forces academic and facilities considerations to be

discussed under a common umbrella.

ATMAsynchronous Transfer Mode. A new network-

ing technology designed specifically to meet the de-

mands of real-time, high fidelity audio and visual

telecomputing. ATM unites the services of data, voice-

telephone, and videoconferencing into a single net-

work. Bandwidth may be up to 2.4 Gigabytes per

second-2.000 times the speed of standard Internet

connections. At such speeds, the Grolier encyclopedia

could be downloaded in seconds.

Internet/Information Highwaysthe emerging infra-

structure of America's telecomputing environment The

Internet is the computer network that now links hundreds

of thousands of schools, libraries, and research institu-

tions around the world. The Information highways are

the future manifestations of technologies like the Internet.

except that they will provide commercial and entertain-

ment services and likely be accessed through interactive

television. Initial services provided will be fairly pedes-

trian, such as home shopping, movies on demand. and

choice of camera angles for sporting events. But in time.

)owerful educational applications should also be expected.

such as the capability to receive home instruction from

the college or university of one's choice, or to have a group

conversation (thmugh your TV) with classmates.

Future Applications

Video Serversdevices which convert analog TX sig-

nals to digital and that work as UN-based storage for

video-mail. news reels. or other video segments. Appli-

cations for schools include online video libraries, pro-

viding, for example. retrieval of famous speeches.

inaugural addresses. or presidential debates.

Distributed Multimediathe integration of multi-

media into distributed computing environments. A

sample application is the inclusion of voice with E-

mail. For schools. this could bode well with foreign

language partners. who may include their speaking

as well as writing.

Virtual Meetingsthe addition of voice to online key-

board conferences. In virtual meetings, written and

spoken comments are archived together and can be

reviewed and responded to. Anonymous voting and

real-time document sharing may also be included.

For schools. this will be the logical evolution of the

Internet Relay Chats IRCsi which are increasingly

common today Online guests will be able to give both

typed and spoken communications to students through

the computer network.

Trend Analysis
Once the leading indicators have confirmed that

changes are on their way, the rate must be determined.

Trend analysis is the quantitative assessment of the growth

or decline of phenomena over time. Concerning the adop-

tion of instructional telecomputing. the trends of imme-

diate interest are the growth of personal computers and

networking in schools. How widespread are these phe-

nomena. and how fast is their proliferation?

.Ilicrocomputers in Schools

A quantitative trend assessment of microcomputer

growth in schools is illustrated in Figure 1. Microcom-

puter installations have grown linearly in the last 10

ears (not exponentially as some might have predicted).

A linear forecast then. of this present trend, would put us

as 4.3 million installed PCs in schools by the year 2000.

The significance of this is the microdensity. or the ratio

of students to computer. Extrapolation of current trends

suggests a microdensity of 10 by the turn ofthe century

This is factored over all grades. so at the middle and high

school levels the ratio might be even lower.

Networks in Schools

Network growth at the K-12 level is not a phenom-

enon that has a great deal of history. Several recent stud-

ies suggest there are more than 100.000 E-mail accounts

on state educational networks (Abrams. 1993) and ap-

We are seeing that
the time it takes
for a technology to

move from the
domain of
business to the
domain of
education is
shrinking rapidly.
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Microcomputers in Schools

84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92

III Total

II New installations

Cooyngnt 1994. Seth J. ltzka.

Figure 1. Microcomputer Growth in Schools. 1984-1992
Source of data: Quality Education Data. Denver, CO.

proximately 600.000 networking students in private and

grassroots initiatives ( Itzkan. 1992). Networking growth.

however. unlike PCs. has been exponential. Usenet and

Internet have seen growth rates of 50 to 100 percent

annually This is unprecedented. It is unlikely that net-

working at the K-12 level will grow as dramaticalk but

sustained levels of 20 to 30 percent do seem probable. The

increasing movement for school. district, and statewide

networks will fuel this growth. We may expect between

approximately 3 and 5 million networking K-12 students

in the U.S. by the end of the decade (Figure 2) At the

upper end, that is more than 10% of the total U.S. public

school student population.
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Figure 2.Growth Projections for K-12
Networking
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Diffusion Theory
With the previous techniques conclusive of the types of

technologies and rates of growth. it now becomes essen-

tial to understand the processes of their diffusion. This is

perhaps the most important part of a technological fore-

castthe qualitative, not the quantitative. element. To

suppose that new technologies will 'continue to fit old

models is a mistake. They do not.

Three Phases of Change

"4ically. the impact of a new technology will pass

through three phases. These are (1) a substitution phase.

12) a transition phase. and (3) a transformation phase

(Figure 3) In the substitution phase. the technology rep-

licates or automates existing practice. It does what people

already know how to do, but better. It does not challenge

existing paradigms. In the transition phase, new method-

ologies begin to evolve. The technology is now doing

things that it wasn't necessarily brought in to do and is

challenging old models. In the transformation phase. the

technology has created coinpietely new methodologies

and proven the old ones obsolete. The task for which it

was originally acquired. may no longer even be desired.

Perhaps nowhere is an illustration of this model more

revealing than in regards to telecomputing itself. The evo-

lution of computers. networking, and international net-

working or "global classroom activities- is strikingly

demonstrative of the process. In each case, a technology is

brought in to automate a previously existing practice. and

inevitably begins to redefine the whole context of the opera-

tion. Figure '4 shows this in greater detail. The trends are

shown passing through the three phases of social adoption.

Electronic Paper to Cognitive Agent

The transformation in the utilization of computers is

most indicative. When computers were first introduced to

schools, they acted essentially as electronic paper. repli-

cating the drill and practice that was already familiar.

Eventually new methodologies emerged, bringing with

them instructional learning systems. HyperCard explor-

atory programs. and heated debates over implementation

philosophy. This is the transition phase of instructional

computing, and it describes, to a large extent. the current

situation in many schools. Tomorrow's computers. how-

ever. will take us quite farther. Implementations of artifi-

cial intelligence and methodology taken from cognitive

science (such as semantic networks) will allow comput-

ers to work on behalf of their user. They will recognize

their speech. know what they are interested in. and facili-

tate exploratory learning through a worldof contextually

rich resources. Instructional methodologies will have to

support variable time frame and individualized learning.
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1. Substitution

Automates previous
function

2. Transition

Functions begin to change

3. Transformation

Entirely new functions

Coeyngnt .0 1994 Seth J. Itzeal

Figure 3.
Phases Of Technological Diffusion

Colorful descriptors of such instructional tools are "cog-

nitive agents" and "knowledge navigators... Gone will be

the days of standard curricular models and drill and

practice. The computer %OH have made obsolete the very

1111) lthods it was first used to reinforce.

Automated Messaging to Instructional
Landscape

The network is another prime example. When first

installed, networks were forms of automated messaging.

For many, this was exactly their justificationto speed

the delivery of administrative forms. Today, that would be

considered a primitive utilization. Networks are now a

form of resource sharing. The linking of schools with

libraries. colleges. and other institutions provides a value-

added service to all players in the shared communica-

tions medium. In the future. networks may come to define

the instructional landscape itself. The resources of a school.

I i brary. or even district mav be measured by its -access to

the network"what services it is connected to and how

many students can utilize them. We must consider the

prospect that school districts themselves are on the road

to extinction. Districts are based on geographic bound-

aries that are of increasingly diminished significance.

Netwo rks can readily create "k.irtual districts.' with stu-

dents. teachers. resources. ano even administrators dis-

tributed around the world. In fact. many of the grassroots

educational networks, such as KIDLINK. FrEdMail. and

Academy I may already be considered autonomous dr

/dal districts. The network which was brought in to

automate communications within a district may. in fact.

supersede it.

Substitution
(new technology)

Transition
(new methodology

V
Transformation

(new paradigm)

PCs Networking Global Classroom

Computers as
electronic paper

Networks as
automated
messaging

Students as
"pen pals"

Priestly vs
prophetic
paradigm

Resource sharing International
collaboration

Computers as
cognitive agents

Networks as
educational
landscape

Students as
"global citizens"

Copyright 0 1994. Seth J. Itzkai

Figure 4
Phases of Technological Diffusion for Three Treng6

Networking

growth has been
exponential.
Usenet and

Internet have seen
growth rates of 50
to 100 percent
annually. This is

unprecedented.
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The computer will

have made

obsolete the very
methods it was

first used to
reinforce.

Pen Pals to Global Citizens
The last trend. that of international networking. or

what is called global classroom activities. once again

indicates the model of technological diffusion. At first

international networking was predominantly used to cre-

ate electronic "pen pais." Students wrote each other notes

just as they would in any pen pal initiative. The interna-

tional and speedy delivery made it exciting, but there were

no methodologies to adequately exploit the technology.

Today, global networking is clearly a means of academic

collaboration. Students now work on international projects

from all disciplines, such as science, foreign language,

social studies. and global awareness. These programs. as

innovative as they are. are still just stepping stones. Inter-

national collaborative programs have become "real world"

oriented, with students doing hands-on projects that draw

from or make contributions to their schools and commu-

nities. Ultimately we may come to see that students are

global citizens in a world society and that international

networking initiatives are not iust school projects. but

vehicles for the exercise of citizenship.

Considerations for Education
With the forecast tools now employed, the school ad-

ministrator should have a better picture of what is com-

ing. The opinions of the experts appear to be justified. An

era of comprehensive instructional networking is on its

way. The last step is to assess what this means for schools.

districts, and classrooms.

Benefits fir Instruction:
For education in general. the effects can be quite

beneficial. Appropriate use of the new capabilities can

turn classrooms into living laboratories. fully connected

and interactive with people and resources around the

world. The following is a brief description of how curricu-

lar areas may be influenced.

Languageforeign language classes will use voice

and written E-mail to communicate with peers who

are native speakers. Instead of listening to tapes and

filling out worksheets. students will use the computer

networks to listen and write to each other.

Sciencescience classes will be augmented by inter-

action with experts who are doing research. Students

will witness and communicate with those who are

taking part in explorations, high energy physics. space

walks, and so forth.

Biologybiology classes will be linked to local hospi-

tals and clinics. Students may witness operations or

perform their own tests and experiments using ad-

vanced research facilities.
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Social Studiessocial studies classes will use global

networking as a form of group study on issues such as

cultural awareness. politics. history, and current af-

fairs. The global network will become an interna-

tional student forum in which an endless variety of

projects will take shape.

.idministratitv Considerations
On the administrative side. the growth of a network-

based instructional environment raises a host of questions

and issues. many of which may be quite troublesome.

Although instructional opportunities will be advanced, ad-

ininistrative activities will be altered and redefined. We lack

the space here to explore the issues in depth. but a brief list

of some of the pressing questions raised is as follows:

1. What will happen to school libraries?

2. Will schools still need to require attendance?

3. Will smaller school districts be cut off from informa-

tion highways?

-i. Will computer networks make school districts obso-

lete?

5. Will schools and districts need to establish collabo-

rative relationships with "information providers"?

6. Will companies like AT&T compete with schools and

libraries?

Will the superintendents need to be a network ad-

ministrators?

These questions and others like them, show the mag-

nitude of what today's educational administrator must

begin to consider. Though their answers lie in the future.

it is already clear that to approach them. schools must

begin to operate in an open and flexible networked envi-

ronment. Information and resources will be abundant.

accessible. and constantly updated. Curricular projects

will be changing by the da y. and it is quite possible that

no two classes vi II ever do exactly the same experiment or

use exactly the same material twice. Schools themselves

must ultimately become learning institutions.

[Setb Itzlean. 308 Commonwealth Ave.. Boston. MA

02115: E-mail: selb35@aol.con
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james A. Levin aria Cathy Thurston

Research Summary

Educational Electronic Networks
Virtual field trips to Central American
rain forests, global grocery price
comparisons, NASA Hubble telescope
images, community Web pages.
Electronic learning networks are
changing what happens in the
classroom. What does the researcn say
about ways to make sure network
learning is meaningful to stuaents?

Fr lectronic learning networks provide access to
the riches of the world. Students in remote

-I rurai locations can reach the Library of
Congress. classes in towns without museums can visit
the Louvre. and students and teachers anywhere can
communicate with content-area experts from around
the world.

Networks also have made new forms of local and
worldwide collaborative learning possible. They have
helped to create writing communities (Bruce and Rubin
1993, Scardamalia et al. 1992). science communities
(Learning Through Collaborative Visuaiization Project
1993. Newman and Goldman 1986-87. Ruopp et al.
1993), mathematics communities i Klotz 1996).
problem-solving communities (Levin et al. 1987), and
teacher education communities (Levin et al. 1994,
Thurston et al. 1996).

These electrOnic communities bring together
students, teachers, and adults from outside the educa-
tion arena. For example. students have worked in
communities to analyze and predict weather, to
exchange measurements of the sun's shadow to figure
the circumference of the earth, and to develop new
solutions to local problems based on similar
approaches used in distant places. Teacher education
students have worked in communities to find or
develop, evaluate, and electronically publish
curriculum resources.

Students do most of their work off the network, and
in many cases off the computer. Network-based
learning, unlike word processing or programming,
does not require vast numbers of computers and
unlimited connection time. It can motivate students to
become involved in a wide range of learning activities.

46 EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

And the computer and network infrastructure can be
expanded as needed to allow for ever more powerful
uses.

Research on the uses of electronic networks often
starts with the exploration of innovative uses.
Researchers then develop conceptual frameworks for
such uses and look at barriers that may lead to difficul-
ties and failure. Educators can use this information to
make decisions about networks in their own settings.

One set of studies focused on the interCultural
Learning Network (Levin et al. 1987). where students
collaboratively tackled water shortage problems in their
communities, engaged in network-based analyses of
cultural differences in holiday celebrations around the
world, and contributed to a network-based newswire.
According to researchers, this kind of student writing is
much more effective educationailv than the electronic
pen pal proiects commonly advocated by network
novices (Levin et ai. 189),
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Cohen and Riel (1989) reported that
writing for remote peers over a
network produced better quality
writing than writing for the teacher.
This -audience effect- of network-
based interactions can provide a
powerful context for learning in many
different areas. Researchers have found
-imilar effects in science (Cervantes
:993, Ruopp et al. 1993). mathematics
v[halathoti 1992)..ind social studies
i.evin et al. 1989).

Sharing Information
with Society
Electronic networks are highly interac-

0rive. Information can flow in many
Jirections. The research suggests that
in the long term. the most significant
impact of networks on education may
prove to he the flow of information
from educational institutions to the rest
, if society.

Many recent curriculum reform
efforts have focused on problem-based
,ind project-based learning. Networks
allow students and teachers to draw
from many fields, not just from educa-
tion. And networks allow students and
teachers to share their findings with the
world at large. Thus, student work
while primarily oriented toward opti-
mizing learningcan have a secondary
benefit beyond the immediate learning
context.

For example. networked swdents
helped design recreational activities for
space station astronauts (Cervantes
1993, Levin 1992). They developed
concepts for transforming evetyday
sports and for creating new sports.

NASA professionals had not tackled this
'ask because the space shuttle is too
.small for such activities.

Students can, as part of their learning
activities, contact adults in their
communities to identify problems and

challenges. 'They can use networks to
access resources anywhere in the world
and make tnem available to community
members. 1:4- example. students in
California. japan. Mexico. and
Israel used a network to study a local
water problem t Levin and Cohen 1985.
\Vaugh et a:. 1988). They used locai
resources to .,,arn the specifics 01 the
broblem and :he actions
aken to The
-:ucients re:.tved (iues-
:ions developed by local
Juthorities to me distant
students. who in turn
asked their own experts.
They exchanged informa-
tion. and they analyzed it
to identify actions that
local authorities had not
yet considered.

Barriers to Using
Electronic Networks
Much of the research to
date has focused on over-
coming the difficulties of
using networks success-
fully in education. These
barriers include lack of access and
appropriate infrastructure. separation of
telecommunications from the
curriculum, lack of support tor teachers
attempting to work with innovative
approaches. and lack of teacher exper-
tise in telecommunications.

Infrastructure and access. A number
of studies indicate that it is important
for teachers to have equipment in their
classrooms t Harris l994. Levin 1995,
U.S. Office of Technology Assessment
1995). The Apple Classroom of
Tomorrow research indicates that
teachers should return from training
,essions to classrooms equipped with
the hardware and software on which
they received their training (Ringstaff

2 I
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and Yocum 1994). Ideally. they should
:lave access to telecommunications
equipment at home and at school
t Harris 1994).

Infrastructurewhich includes
wiring, modems or high-speed connec-
ions. and computer hardware and soft-
wareis a critical component of an
effective network. Current estimates are

Networks allow
students and teachers

to draw from many
fields, not just

education. And
networks allow
students and teachers

to share their findings
with the world at large.
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that only 9 percent of the nation's
classrooms are connected to the
Internet (West 1996). In our experience
with the Teaching Teleapprenticeships
model, student teachers emphasized
the importance not only of having
hands-on training, but also of being
-hooked up- or -wired- in their own
classroom (Thurston et al. 1996).

Telecommunications and
curriculum. A second barrier to effec-
tive implementation of nerworks is the
gap between network use and the
curriculum. Studies show that networks
are most effective when they are tied to
the curriculum t Levin 1995. Thurston et
al. 19%). Training is essential if
teachers are to see telecommunications

means to an end. not as an end in
-. For example, a high school

.-ich teacher developed a project
where a large number of sites
contributed recipes via the Internet.
Her students then translated the recipes
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.

trom French into
English w hich
involved math as
w ell as language
skills Then, they
used desktop
publishing soft-

. w are to create and
illustrate a cook-
book based on
the project.

Lack of support. Another barrier to
teacher implementation of networks is
a lack of technical andior administra-
tive support. Very few schools have a
full-time, on-site computer coordinator
available to help teachers. Me
Learning Connection (Benton Founda-
tion 1995) indicates that 60 percent of
schools have no one to help, and it
estimates that only 6 percent of
elementary schools and 3 percent of
high schools have a full-time computer
coordinator.

The newly released Carnegie Report.
Breaking Ranks (National Association
of Secondary School Principals 1996).
says such support is critical. In its
-Priorities for Renewal." the report
recommends that -every high school
designate a technology resource person
to provide technical assistance and to
consult with staff to assist them in
finding the people. information, and
materials that they need to make best

3 0

Fr,

use of technology.-
Administrative
support is as impor-
tant as technical
support (Harris 1994,
Levin 1995, Ringstaff
and Yocum 1994). In
fact, the Apple Class-
room studies show
that the principal has
a key role to play.
The principal can

control release time, provide access to
hardware and software, promote team
teachmg or interdisciplinary study, and
acknowledge efforts and provide
recogru-on

Lack of effective training. Research
shows that many teachers have little or
no experience with telecommunica-
tions or with technology in general
(Benton Foundation 1995, Thurston
1990, U.S. Office of Technology Assess-
ment 1995). In fact. lack of teacher
expertise is probably one of the most
significant obstacles to the effective
implementation of networks. Teachers
need appropriate infrastructure and
access, opportunities to integrate tech-
nology into the curriculum, and tech-
nical and administrative support: but
they also need effective training. And
effective training requires hands-on
experience and follow-up support
(Benton Foundation 1995. Ringstaff
and Yocum 1994).

Many experts believe it is a mistake
to mandate telecommunications
training for all teachers. Schools should
support and recognize those teachers
who are ready to move forward and
learn (Foa et al. 1996, Harris 1994).
Training should incorporate modeling
or coaching in effective uses of tech-
nology (Benton Foundation 1995.
Harris 1994, Ringstaff and Yocum
1994). The training should include face-
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Much of the research

to date has focused on

overcoming the
difficulties of using

networks successfully

in education.

to-face sessions followed by practice.
then a return to follow-up coaching
(Harris 1994). Teachers should work in
pairs or small groups (Harris 1994,
Ringstaff and Yocum 1994). so they
have peer support when they return to
their classrooms.

Studies show that districts should
allocate 30-40 percent of their tech-
nology budget to teacher training
(I3enton Foundation 1995. Foa et al.
1996, Marshall 1995, U.S. Advisory
Council on the National Information
Infrastructure 1996. U.S. Office of Tech-
nology Assessment 1995). Typically.
however, school districts allocate less
than 15 percent for training (Benton

COPY AY

Foundation 19951. and manv have no
budget at ail.

Changing the Nature of
Teaching and Learning
In summary. research has shown that
the use of telecommunications in the
classroom has the potential to change
the nature of teaching and learning
Foa CL ai. 19%. Means 1994. Wilson et

1995). It can snift the focus from
wnole-groun to smaii-group mteraction:
it can mark a shift from lecture to
coaching: and it can enable teachers to
do more one-on-one work with
students. It can help shift the focus
from test performance assessment to
assessment based on products and
progress (Wilson et al. 1995). And it
can encourage teamwork, collaborative
inquiry. and individualized instruction
(Means 1994. U.S. Office of Technology
Assessment 1995).
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By Odvard Egil Dyrli

The World Wide Web offers plenty for you and your students.

but do you know where to find what you need?

Here. T&L S telecommunications columnist shares his "3Itimate hotlist"

for enriching and extending your curriculum.

magine this: You're an
American history teacher. trying
to awaken your students to the
devastation caused by the Civil
War. Wouldn't it be great, you

think, if the soldiers could speak direct-
ly to the students. What you really need
is some letters home written by the men
who served....

Those letters are a click away on the
Internet's World Wide Web. .After only
a few short years. the Web has become
the premier place online for finding
multimedia resources and connecting
students to real-world events. Teachers
have discovered that the Web makes
possible new levels of individualiza-

tion. and encourages collaborations that
take students far beyond the ciassroom
( see -Surfing the World Wide Web to
Education Hot-Spots.** Technology ki
Learning. October. 1995).

But what's needed is a guide that
points the way to the extensive
resources already available oniinethe
documents. photographs. maps. video
clips. sound bites, references, and
teaching materials for every level and
content area. That's where this article
comes in. It's called the educator's
"ultimate' hotlist because it represents
a comprehensive compendium of
online educational resources including
lesson plan collections: curriculum

2

resources from schools, colleges. gov-
ernment agencies. and commercial
organizations: cooperative online pro-
jects: and Web-based libraries, muse-
ums. and communications media. Plus.
we've included the URLs of powerful
tools you can use to search the Web on
your own. We hope you will use this
article as a continuing reference.

Sites, of course, can appear. move.
or disappear suddenly. Fortunately.
many valuable educational materials
are linked to online "centers- that are
comparatively stable. To ensure accura-
cy, all addresses have been verified.
and the sites were selected based on the
quality of their offerings.



Lesson Plan Sources
While you can find lesson plans at a
variety of. Web sites. including some
listed in other categories, the following
locations have particularly strong les-
son plan collections.

The AskERIC Virtual Library (http://
ericinsyredul
Columbia Education Center's Mini
Lessons (http://youth.net/cec/cec.
html)
Connections+ (http://www.mcrel.org/
connect/plus)
EE-Link. Environmental Education on
the Internet (http://nceet.snre.umich.
edu)

Search Engines
Search engines scour the Web based on
content words or phrases that you spec-
ify. Each of the choices below has
unique search area strengths. so it is
good to try several.

Alta Vista (http://altavista.digital.
coin)
Excite (http://www.excite.com)
InfoSeek (http://www.infoseek.com)
Lycos (http://www.lycos.com)
WebCrawler (http://www.webcrawler.
com)
clnet search.com (http://www.search.
corn)
MetaCrawler (http://www.rnetacrawler.
com)

Information Indexes
Information indexes use topic menus
and submenus to narrow searches until
you find resources of potential interest.
Yahoo is by far the most comprehensive
and well-known information index, but
there are other options such as Kids
Web, which is tailored for students.

Yahoo (http://www.yahoo.com)
Yanoff's Internet Services List (http://
www.spectracom.com/islist)

Cool School Tools (http://www.bham.
lib.al.us/cooltools)
Kids Web (http://www.npac.syredu/
textbook/kidsweb)
Yahooligans. The Web Guide for Kids
(http://www.yahooligans.com)

Currkulum Resource Centers
There are many curriculum centers

maintained online by various organiza-
tions including protessional associa-
tions, foundations, government agen-
cies. colleges. and universities (see the
next two sections for centers main-
tained by K-12 schools and commercial
companies). Some of these are collec-
tions of general educational resources.
but others are specialized by content
area or teaching level.

The curriculum centers listed below
are grouped by general content area
emphasesnote that several sites com-
bine math and science resourcesor
may contain links to Web sites of value
to a broad ranee of K-12 teachers.
Those listed under "<2.eneral curricu-
lum- include resources in several con-
tent areas. and are usually divided by
subject.

General Curriculum
Curricular Resources and Networking
Projects I tittp://www.ed.gov/EdRes/
EdCurric.html)
Education World (http:llwww.education-
world.com)

PFIPIgin161112
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Education World

EdWeb (http://edweb.cnidnorg)
Internet Connections (http://mcrel.
org/connect)
LiveText Educational Resources thttp://
www.ilt.columbia.edu/k12/1ivetext)
The Schoolhouse (http://www.nwrel.
org/school_ house )
Web Sites and Resources for Teachers
(http://www.csun.edul-vceed009)
World Education Exchange ihttp://
www.hamline.edul-kjmaier)

The Arts
ArtsEdge (http://arts,edge.kennedy-
center.orelartsedge.html)
ArtsEdNet. an online service for K-12
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ArtsEdge

arts education http://www.artsednet.
getty.edu)
Dance Directory (http://www.cyberspace.
com/vandehey/dance.html)
Music Education Online ihttp://www.
geocities.com/Athens/2405/index.
html)
The Music Educators Home Page
(http://www.athenet.net/-wslow)
The Puppetry Home Page (http://
www-leland.stanford.edu/--roseage/
puppetry/puppetry.html)

Language Arts and Literature:
The On-Line Books Page (http://www.
cs.emu.edu/Web/books.html)
The Children's Literature Web Guide
( http://www. ucalgary.cal-dkbrown/
index.html)
The Complete Works of William
Shakespeare (http://the-tech.miredul
Shakespeare/works.html)
Multicultural Book Review (http://
www.isomedia.com/homes/jmele/
homepage.htmll
Poetry (http://english-www.hss.cmu.
edu/poetry)
Resources for English Teachers (http:
llnickel.ucs.indiana.edu/-1wolfgra/
english.html)

NY WI 04NO ibossimin 110.6.

The
Children's Literature

Web Guide
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The Children's Literature Web Guide
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Inhematics
Ask Dr. Math (http://forum.swarthmore.
edu/dr.math/dr-math.html)
Calculators On-Line Center t http://
www-sci.lib.uci.edu/HSG/
RefCalculators.html)
Cornell Math and Science Gateway
for High School (http://www.tc.
cornell.edu/Edu/MathSciGateway)
The Geometry Center (http://www.
geom.umn.edu)
The Math Forum (http://forum.

swarthmore.edu)
MegaMath (http://www.c3.1anl.gov/
mega-math)
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MegaMath

Science
Eisenhower National Clearinghouse
(http://www.enc.org)
The Environmental Education Net-
work (http://www.envirolink.ore/
enviroed)
Health Resources (http://www.kent.
wednetedu/curriculum/health/health.
html)
SciEd: Science and Mathematics Edu-
cation Resources (http://www-hpcc.
astro.washington.edu/scied/science.
html)

IAN .41. am 144414 4.
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The Environmental Education Network

Science Learning Network (http://
www.sln.ore)
Space Educators' Handbook (http://
tommy.jsc.nasa.govi-woodfill/
SPACEED/SEHHTML/seh.html)

S'ociai Studies
American History Archive Project
( http://www.ilt.columbia.edu/k12/
history/aha.html

History/Social Studies Web Site for K-
12 Teachers ( http://execpc.com/-
dboals/boals.html)

Lesson Plans and Resources for Social
Studies Teachers ( http://www.csun.
edu/-hcedu013/index.htmh

Online Resources hup://sociaistudies.
comioniine.htmh

Sociai S tudies I http://www.kent.
wedne Led u/c u rri cu I u rnisoc_s tudi es/
soc_studies.html)
Social Studies Sources (http://www.
halcyon.corn/howlevin/social.
studies.html)

K.12 School

Curriculum Collections
Growing numbers of K-12 educators
are sharing their collections of links to
Web resources. many of which are
maintained as "labors of love- for the
common professional good. The fol-
lowing are noteworthy examples.

Armadillo's K-12 WWW Resources
(http://chicosice.edularrnadillo/Rice/
Kl2resources.html)
Carrie's Sites for Educators (http://
www.mtjeff.com/-bodenst/page5.
htmll
Integrating the Internet (http://www.
indirect.com/www/dhixsoni
Jan's Favorite K-12 Resources &
Projects ( http://badger. state. w i . us/
agencies/dpi/www/jans_bkm.html)
Lane's Homepage (http://www.ebicom.
net/-lane
Kathy Schrock's Guide for Educators
(http://www.capecod.net/Wixon-
wixon.htm)

Vose School Education Resources Page
(http://www.teleport.com/-vincen
Web Site for Busy Teachers (http://
www.ceismc.eatech.edufBusyT)
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Commercial

Currkultun Collections
Many companies that provide goods
and services to schools now offer links
to curriculum resourcestheir own and
othersat their Web locations.

fgPT.41A1PC,

11. MRWI, PLIO.110 Mr,. MID II= 01.1001,

Apple Education Worldwide Surf Report

Apple Education Worldwide Surf Re-
port (http://ed.info.apple.com/education
/surfrep.html)
Cisco's Virtual Schoolhouse (hap://
sunsite.unc.edu/cisco/schoolhouse.
html )
Classroom Connect on the Web (http:
//www.classroom.net/cei/rofm/
eduFind.htmh
Educational Software Institute Online
(http://www.edsoft.comksi)
Discovery Channel School (http://
school.discovery.com)
Global Schoolhouse (GSH) ( http://
www.gsh.ore)
Global Network Navigator (GNN) K-
12 Education (http://gnn.com/gnn/
wic/wics/ed.teach.html)
Houghton Mifflin Education Place
(http://www.eduplace.com)
IBM K-12 Education (http://www.
solutions.ibm.com/k121
Internet Learning Sites (http://www.
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IBM K-12 Education
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The following examples drawn from
the sites in this article illustrate the
range of high-quality materials avail-
able to enhance your curriculum

23 Peaks Expedition (http://www.
23peaks.com). Through journal
entries and photographs, follow a
team of explorers as they climb the
highest peak of each nation- in
North; Central, and South America.
Benjamin Franklin: Glimpsew.of
the7 Man (http://sInfiedulfranklin):'
Review the work of one . of our.
Founding Fathersas a scientist- .-
inventor, statesman, printer, philoso-
pher, musitian, and economist::
Cap Web, A Guide to the U.S..
Congress (http://policy.net/capweb/
congresslhtml). Explore our govern-
ment via links to the Senate, House
oepresentatives, and the Library
of Congress, with additional
resources on the executive and judi-
cial branches of the federal govern-
ment.
Electronic Field Trip to the United .
Nations (http://www.pbs.org/tal/un).
Tour the UN at its half-century mark,
with background history, and the
"UN in action"major achieve-
ments, world trouble spots,. daily
press summarieswith classroom-
activities and links to related
resources.
Gallery of Interactive Geometry
(http://www.geom.umn.edu/apps).
Put theory into action at this site
where math decisions affect geo-

pierian.com/oasislgazettelgazette.
html)
Latitude28 Schoolhouse (http://www.
indy.opennet.com/schoolhouse)
MacmillaniMcGraw-Hill School-

house i http://www.mmhschool.com)
Pitsco Technology Education (http://
www.pitsco.com/wel.html)
School .Net http:/11c12.school.net )
Technology di. Learning (http://www.
techlearning.com

metric models on the screen
Letters From an Iowa Soldier in
the Civil War (http //www ucsc edu/
civil-war-letters/home html) Read

three years' worth of letters written
by an army clerk describing rich
details of the war and living condi-
tions in Union campswith maps

RPRFARRIARMEMOIL

and links to related Civil War sites.
The Nine Planets (http://sedsipl.
arizonaedu/nineplanets/nineplanets/
nineplanets.html).The sky's no limit at

this illustrated tour of the planets
and moons of the solar system, with
links to sites on planetary research:
The Pelagic- Shark Research.-
Foundatiom (http://www.ugratcornt .

pelagic/index.html). 'Everything you
want to- know about sharks...and
more" you'll find right herecurrent
research on their biology and histo-
ry, plus links to shark sites through-
out the world.

The New South Polar Times (http://

ot?

205 174 118 254/nspt/home htm)
Discover the Antarctic through pho-
tographs and experiences shared
by members of the Amundsen-Scott
South Polar Station.
Sea World/Busch Gardens Animal
Information Database (http:// www.
bev.net/education/SeaWorld). Talk
with the animalsor at least learn
more about themat this site, with
links to related- educational
resources and informatiorron zoo-

; logical careers.
Volcano: World. (http-J/volcano.und.
nodak.edu). An explosion of vol-
cano-related information, this site

lets you learn about different types
of volcanoes, visit volcanic parks,
and study active volcanoes through-
out the world.
WeatherNet (http://cirrus.sprl.umich.
edu/wxnet). All the weather informa-
tion you need is here, including
thousands of forecasts and images.
and links to weather maps, storm
centers, and live weather cameras.

Sources for Online

K.12 Projects
Cooperative projects give students the
opportunity to study a topic with partic-
ipants from around the w orldand
hone telecommunications skills at the
same time. The following are the major
Web sites for finding and proposing
online educational projects of all sorts.

Academy One/National Public Tde-
computing Network (http://www.
npm.org/cybenserv/A0neP)

Adventure Online (http://www.
adventureonline.com)
Electronic Emissary Project ( http://
,.vww.capr.org/emissary)
Elecutinic Schoolhouse (ESH) (http://
lown.pvt.k 2.ca.us/Collaborations/
t-school/e-school.html)
Global SchoolNet Foundation (GSN)

LILA
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Adventure Online

(http://www.gsn.org)
Hilites (http://www.gsh.ore/tch2tch1

hilites.htm)
Intercultural E-Mail Classroom Con-
nections IECC) Projects thttp://
www.stolaf.edulnetwork/iecc
International Education and Resource
Network (I*EARN) (http://www.
iearn.org/iearn)
Internet Projects Registry (http://
www.gsn.org/gsn/proj/index.html)
KIDLINK/KIDPROJ (http://www.
kidlink.org/KIDPROJ)
Online Class (http://www.usinternet.
com/onlineclass)
Quest, The NASA K-12 Internet
Initiative Page (http://quest.arc.nasa.
gov)
NASA SpaceLink (http://www.

spacelink.msfc.nasa.gov)
NASA SeaWiFS Projectsincluding
the Jason and Ocean Planet Projects
(http://seawifs.gsfc.nasa.gov)

Libraries and Museums
The Web allows teachers and students
to visit libraries, museums, and exhibits
throughout the world, and do research
electronically.

Exploratorium ExploraNet (http://
www.exploratorium.edu)
Expo, WWW Exhibit Organization

1. Ow. -.11.011 MOMS MINIM. MINI II, 7 MI
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Library of Congress

(http://sunsite.unc.edu/expo)
Franklin Institute Science Museum
(http://www.fi.edu)
Hands On Children's Museum t http://
www.wln.com/-deltapac/hocm.html)
Hands-on Science Centers Worldwide
(http://www.cs.cmu.edu/-mwm/sci.
html)
Internet Public Library ( http://ipl.
sils.umich.edu)
Library of Congress (http://lcweb.
loc.gov)

National Air and Space Museum (http:
//www.nasm.edih
On-Line Exhibitions and Images
note that the address is expressed
numerically (hap:11155.187.10.12/
fun/exhibits.htmh
Planet Earth Home Page t http:ti www.
nosc.mil/planet_earth/info.htmh

The Smithsonian http://www.si.edu)
United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum http://www.ushmm.org)
Virtual Tourist (http://www.vtourist.
com)
WebMuseum Network (http://sunsite.
unc.edu/louvre)

Communications Mafia
Valuable channels for investigating top-
ics in depth are the online links to com-
munications media including book pub-
lishers, magazines. newspapers. and
television programs.

CNN Interactive http://www.cnn.com)
Discovery Channel (http://www.

discovery.com)
Hotlinks (online newspapers) thttp://
www.naa.org/hot)
National Geographic Society (hap://
www.nationalgeographic.com)
PBS Online (http://www.pbs.org)
Publishers' Catalogs Home Page (http:
//www.lights.com/publisher)
Books A to Z (http://www.booksatoz.
com)
The Nando Times ( http://www2.
nando.net)

Especially for Kids
The following sites were developed
specifically for children. and offer a
variety of educational resources. as well
as recreational materials including
interactive stories. games. and puzzles.

Berit's Best Sites for Children thttp://
www.cochran.com/theosite/KSites.
html)

21;
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Discovery Channel

Book Nook (http://www.schoolnet.ca/
englishlarts/lit/booknook)
Cool Places for Kids (http://www.
alaska.netl-steel/coolpls.html)
Global Show-n-Tell (http://www.
telenaut.com/gst)
KidNews (http://www.vsa.cape.com/
-powens/Kidnews.htmll
Kid Pub (http://www.en-garde.com/
kidpub)
Kids on Campus (http://www.tc.cornell.
edu/Kids.on.Campus/WWWDemo)
MidLink Magazine (http://longwood.
cs.ucledu:80/-MidLink)
The Kids on the Web (http://www.
zen.org/-brendanlkids.html)
The Kids Web (http://www.lws.com/
kidsweb/links.htm)

Uncle Bob's Kids' Page (http://gagme.
wwa.com/-boba/kidsi.html)

Schools on the Web
A valuable way to see how K-12 teach-
ers are using online resources for
assignments. projects. teaching units.
and even courses, is to visit school Web
sites. The following indexes will link
you directly to schools on the Web
throughout the United States and
abroad.

HotList of K-12 Internet School Sites
(http://www.sendit.nodak.edu/k12)
School.Net Navigator (http://school.
net/go/go.g_na_us.htrnI)
Web66Schools on the Web (http://
web66.coled.umn.edu)

Odvard Egil Dyrli. a columnist and
contributing editor for Technology &
Learning, is Professor Emeritus of
Education at The University of
Connecticut. and an education technol-
ogy consultant nationwide (DYRLI@
UCONNVM.UCONN.EDU.)
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By Richard Alan Smith

As school districts increase their levels of technology acqui-
sition and use, the problem of coordinating of these resources
becomes more prominent. Some districts seek to solve the prob-
lem by assigning technology-coordination responsibilities to a
talented computer-using reacher at each school sire. Other dis-
tricts simply add tech-coordination tasks to the responsibilities
of an administrator such as the assistant superintendent for cur-
riculum. Most districts, however create a technology-coordina-
tor position and begin the recruitment process to find the best
possible person for the job.

In all situations, care must be taken to make certain that the
person selected has the time to do the job and enough knowl-
edge about instructional computing to provide adequate
leadership. How can you identify the right person for the diffi-
cult job of coordinating the use of technology in your district?

The most important step in the recruitmentprocess is the inter-
view It is at this point that you have die opportunity to probe the
level of professional knowledge that each candidate has. Even if your
district plans to assign tech-coordination responsibilities to an ad-
ministrator in another area, such as curriculum, it is a good idea to
make certain that the person is prepared to coordinate the spending
of thousands of dollars of technology money.

You will want to learn about each candidate's level of knowl-
edge and experience in four different areas:

1. Technical expertise.
410 2. Understanding of technology use in the instructional envi-

ronment.
3. Professional development.
4. Internet knowledge and experience.

56 Learning and Leading With Technology March 1997

Useful interview questions for candidates
for the tech-coordinator position in your
school or district. Current and prospective

tech coordinators can use these questions
as a self-study checklist.

The interview questions on the following pages present a set
of guidelines that we have followed in the Houston Indepen-
dent School District to hire district-level instructional
technology coordinators, an Internet coordinator, and an Internet
specialist. Each question is designed to separate basic users of
technology from those candidates who have taken an active in-
terest in the study of instructional technology and have become
professionals in the field (or are one step away from doing so).
Several of these questions presented challenges to candidates
already employed as tech coordinators in other districts because
the questions probe deeper than the candidate's ability to trouble-
shoot computer installations; they also cover the identification
of professional resources in instructional technology.

Although these questions will not apply to every situation,
they will get your interviewing committee through most instruc-
tional technology interview requirements and help improve the
committee's chances of making the right choice.

Richard Alan Smith, Director of Instructional Technology, Houston In-

dependent School District, Division of Instructional Technology, 1305

Benson Street, Houston, TX 77020; ras@tenet.edu
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iese questions will help your interviewing committee assess each
technology coordinator candidate's level of knowledge and
experience in the main activities that will be required of him or her.
Although this list of questions is not exhaustive, it serves as a good
starting point because it gives questions that assess both technical
skills and professional experience.

TECHNICAL EXPERTISE

Compare and contrast the Macintosh and Windows operating
systems.

If you have multiple operating systems in your school, you will want
to know how familiar the candidate is with the various systems. Al-
though the candidate can learn additional operating systems, you
might want to select a candidate who can begin work with minimal
start-up time.

What are the typical types of repair problems likely to be
exhibited by computers and peripherals? How would you deal
with them?

Computer repairs are a fact of life. Responses to this question will
enable you to know if the candidate can identify common repair prob-
lems, and may also enable you to discern whether the candidate can
differentiate between hardware and software problems. You should
also get an idea of what kind of repairs the candidate will be able to

0ndle and the candidate's opinion about the advantages of doing
sirs at a district-based facility compared to sending the equip-

...-nt to an outside contractor.

What are the key elements of a school-based computer network?

Depending on how the candidate responds, you will get a good
idea of how technical his or her level of knowledge is with reference
to computer networks. For instance, if the candidate only discusses
concepts such as networking as a vehicle for the distribution of high-
quality software and makes no reference to servers, network cards,
cabling, hubs, network operating systems and their features, and so
on, you should expect a minimal level of network technical expertise.

The implementation of large-scale instructional technology projects
takes a great deal of organization. What do you identify as the key
steps in large-scale technology project implementation?

There is a big difference between successfully using computers in
the classroom as a teacher and having the knowledge and experience
necessary to coordinate the purchase and installation of hundreds of
thousands of dollars worth of computer equipment and knowing how
to provide teachers with the appropriate technology. You should be
listening for key words in the candidate's response such as budget,
timetable, bids, requisitions, teacher input, and training.

What are the elements of a well-written proposal for external
technology funding?

Onowledgeable
response to this question is important if you ex-

the computer coordinator to simplify the process of finding
Jbtaining external funding for the use of technology in your dis-

trict. Listen for phrases such as "get to the point quickly," "base your
project on research or previous successful projects," and "match the
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budget to the project description section." Also, look for knowledge
of key proposal sections such as needs assessment, goals and objec-
tives, capabilities, project description, and evaluation.

TECHNOLOGY USE IN THE
INSTRUCTIONAL ENVIRONMENT
When teaching teachers to use computer laboratories, what are
some of the key points of laboratory use and organization that
you rank as most important for them to learn?

The candidate should answer this question without hesitation, in a
detailed manner, and, of course, in a way that will let you know
whether the candidate can help teachers make the best use of com-
puter labs.

When helping teachers use technology in the classroom, what
are some of the key points of technology use and classroom
organization that you rank as most important for them to learn?

Computer labs are all well and good, but to have a well-rounded
program, computers should be placed in the classroom either in
addition to or in lieu of labs. In either scenario, the person selected
to lead the process should be as knowledgeable about the use of
classroom-based computers as he or she is about the use of lab-
based computers.

Name some quality instructional software programs. What are
their leading characteristics?

This question will identify how much the candidate knows about in-
structional software. It can be amazing how many candidates struggle
to come up with the names of two or three software packages, fre-
quently naming Microsoft Works or other business applications instead
of programs like Reader Rabbit.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Which professional instructional technol-
ogy organizations are most useful to
teachers? How do their goals and
target audiences differ?

The answer to this question
will show you whether the
candidate is aware that
there is a professional
support structure in
the field of instruc-
tional computing.
The candidate's level
of ability to rank and differ-
entiate instructional technol-
ogy organizations will also show
you how involved the candidate is
with the profession. This knowledge iz

will indicate the candidate's ability to
improve professionally on his or her own
knowledge and to pass that benefit on to
teachecs.
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Have you made instructional technology presentations at con-
ferences or had instructional technology articles published? If
so, at which conferences and in which journals did your work
appear? What topics did you cover?

The candidate's response to this question will show you how active
he or she is in the field of instructional computing. From the topics of
the articles published or presentations made you will be able to find
out what the candidate considers to be his or her particular strengths.

Which magazines and journals do you think would be most help-
ful to teachers as sources of instructional technology project
information and research findings?

Although the candidate may not be active in professional organiza-
tions, make presentations at conferences, or write articles, he or she
should be able to identify magazines or journals that provide a con-
stant source of new instructional computing information. An in-depth
response to this question is important because it will indicate that
the candidate is capable, at least on some level, of professional de-
velopment on his or her own, which can then be passed on to
teachers.

INTERNET KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE

What is the Internet and how can it be used to improve education?

Although many pc..ople have a vague idea of what the Internet is, few
understand its underlying structure. The candidate should be able to
identify the Internet as a network of networks that allows people in vari-
ous sites around the world to communicate as if they were on a local
area network. The candidate should also be able to convey that the Internet
can be used for such things as sending and receiving e-mail, logging on
to remote computers, sending and retrieving files, and looking for infor-
mation using FP, Gopher, and the World Wide Web.

But, just knowing what the Internet is won't be enough. The candidate
should also demonstrate that he or she knows how it can be used to
improve instruction. Look for evidence that the candidate realizes that
the Internet can be used to increase access to instructional resources,
help with teachers' professional development, and enable students to
communicate with students from diverse cultures around the world

What is the World Wide Web?

This is another question designed to differentiate a candidate at the
user level of Internet knowledge from a candidate with a deeper
understanding of what is being used. The response should
indicate that the candidate knows that the Web is a distrib-
uted system of information that is entered using a graphical
user interface.

Desaibe the relationship of HTML to the World Wide Web.

If the candidate knows that HTML is a programming language that
enables authors to embed links to other documents on the Web in a
standard fashion and goes on to describe the authoring process, you
will know that the candidate's level of Internet knowledge goes be-
yond tte level of casual user.
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Describe your involvement with an instructional Internet project.

The answer to this question will let you know, if your candidate has
any hands-on experience using the Internet for instruction and give
you an idea of the candidate's depth of experience with the Internet.

Name some Internet services or sites that would be useful to
teachers and students.

Technical knowledge of the Internet is one thing; knowing where to
go for information that will be useful to teachers and students is some-
thing else, and, for our purposes, it is equally important. Typical
knowledgeable responses would suggests sites such as the AskERIC
Virtual Library, KIDLINK, Learning Connection, NASA Educational Re-
sources, and World Wide Web Armadillo.

How would you increase the number of teachers and students
who use the Internet for instruction and learning?

Here we are looking for the "vision thing." Use of the Internet and the
Web for the improvement of instruction is not necessarily intuitive for
teachers (and many administrators for that matter). The candidate
should be able to provide a sense of how to impart the importance
of the Internet to teachers and be able to talk intelligently about the
hardware, software, networks, and phone lines necessary to make it
work.

Describe the steps you would take to ensure that students do
not access material on the Internet that is inappropriate for their
use because of the material's sexual or political content.

The canidate's response to this question will let you know whether
he or she has thought about the subject at all and if he or she can
suggest practical steps. The candidate should indicate that he or she
would review other districts' policies before suggesting a new policy
for your district.

-*vie
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THE ONLINE CONNECTION

Essentials for

Telecommunications

Staff Development

/f you've ever been to a staff devel-
opment workshop concerned with
online skills, you may well have

encountered presentations by "online
acrobats" who dazzle with rapid-fire
screen calisthenics: "First I click here,
then there. I make this menu choice, I
answer this dialogue box, click there,
then here." While such a presentation
can be fun to watch, it rarely produces

lasting results, and may even turn off
participants who feel intimidated by it
all.

However, staff development is cru-
cial to the success of telecommunica-
tions in schools, and needs to be done
right. No matter how powerful the

BEST PY AVAILABLE

hardware in your school. or how fast
your connection to the Internet. teach-
ers need proper training to use these
exciting resources to their best advan-
tage. But while it may seem expensive
to do staff development Well. in the
long run it will cost more to do it poor-
ly, and much more to skip it altogether.

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS
In recent years I have conducted many
professional development programs, in
formats ranging from hour-long and
one-day presentations to full-semester
courses. I have also participated in my
share of workshops developed by oth-
ers. As a result. I recommend the fol-
lowing key elements for successful
staff development:

I. Offer a Variety of Options Ideally,
telecommunications staff development
should continue throughout the year, in
contexts that include large-group pre-
sentations, curriculum-specific small-
group workshops, and individual online
sessions. Additionally, teachers can
extend their skills if optional Instruc-
tional experiences and matenals are
available. Area conferences and work-
shops fit the bill, as do pnnt and multi-
media materials.

2. Emphasize Skill Development.
While inspirational workshops have
their place, teachers will benefit more
from workshops that focus on learning
practical techniques and mastering
sometimes arcane online routines.
Examples include signing on to educa-
tion-oriented discussion groups, down-
loading files, and participating in online
collaborative projects

3. Provide Hands-On Experiences
Staff development presentations should

4 0 (continued on page 8)
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Anthro C arts!
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AnthroCarts are so flexible. You have
dozens of shapes and sizes to choose,
plus over 50 accessories to configure
your cart exactly the way you want.
And they have a Lifetime
Warranty! Made of steel

and high density particle
board, these AnthroCarts are as
tough as nails.

See them all in our catalog, then
call us direct to order. We'll
ship to you the very next

business day!

Call for your
free catalog:

800-325-3841
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Anthro Corporation'
nchnology Furniture'
10450 SW Manhasset Dr.
Thalatin, OR 97062

ANTERO Fax: 800-325-0045
E-mail: salesgianthro.com

Since 1984. Prices from $299. For a lower cost line for the home, °
ask for our SOHO catalog. GSA contract. Available for OEM applications.

Anthro, AnthroGart and nchnology Furniture are registered trademarks of Anthro.
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include live online demonstrations.
and model how to deal with problems
that can arise. However, teachers also
need opportunities to try out for them-
selves what has just been shown.
whether in classrooms or in small-
group lab settings.

4. Tailor Programs to Local Realities.
This is particularly important when
using outside presenters. Teachers will
feel frustrated learning to do things
that they can't do in their classrooms
because they haven't the proper equip-
ment or connection levels. Emerging
technological developments should be
touched on in staff development work-
shops, but the program will be most
successful when it focuses on making
the most of the telecommunications
technology currently available to par-
ticipants. Similarly, presenters should
introduce examples and skills that are
appropriate for the teaching levels,
content specialties, and experience of
the participants.

5. Use Genuine Teaching Examples.
Hypothetical examples abound for
using online resources to enhance the
curriculum. However, participants will
get more from programs that show
how real teachers have used telecom-
munications for specific educational
purposes. perhaps including examples
of student work. Drawing on any local
"pioneers" in this area can be particu-
larly motivating.

6. Provide Supporting Materials.
Every staff development experience
needs to include take-away materials
that help teachers apply what they
have learned when they go it alone
back in the classroom. These can
include background articles, step-by-
step instructions for doing the online
activities demonstrated, and copies of
presentation slides or outlines that
make note-taking easier.

Odvard Egil Dyrli, a columnist and
contributing editor for Technology &
Learning, is Professor Emeritus of
Education at The University of
Connecticut, and an educational tech-
nology consultant nationwide (dyrli@
uconnvm.uconn.edu).
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II. Getting Focused
for Sound

Technology Leadership
The following information and activities engage school leaders in a process for
focusing their energies constructively and productively for meaningful technology
leadership. This section of the workshop includes four components:

A. Clarify Your Philosophical Base
This component offers an opportunity to clarify your beliefs and the beliefs of

your district regarding technology and education in the Communications Age. This
activity contributes to an accurate assessment of the current status.

B. Maximize Your Knowledge and Experience Base
This section assists participants in realizing and identifying the value of their

knowledge and experience for addressing challenges associated with technology.
This information contributes additional valuable information about current status.

C. Describe the Vision You Possess for Your District
Having addressed aspects of current status in the first two activities, this

component engages participants in a visioning exercise that helps build and clarify
direction for technology-related efforts in the next 3-5 years.

D. Assess Gaps, Resources, and Constraints
Based on the information about current status and a vision for the district,

the workshop participants note specific gaps as well as resources and constraints for
addressing the gaps. Participants review gaps, resources, and constraints as these
items relate to the areas of system and resources, technical infrastructure, people
infrastructure, and technology-infused teaching and learning.

Completing the four components of this section positions workshop participants to
consider specific strategies for addressing technology leadership issues. Section III. of
the workshop offers a collection of strategies for getting started.
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Pursuing Strategies and Tools
for Enhancing Technology

Leadership



A. Communication for Relating to Audience

Primary Question Addressed by Strategy:
Am I communicating educational technology-related issues meaningfully

and effectively?

Sources, Context, and Support Materials for Strategy:
Relating the Realities of Technology and Changing Schools to
Communities

A couple of years ago, respected technologist Jim Mecklenburger wrote: "The world
is really changing, but finding the words to characterize the meanings of these
changes in attractive ways is still a quest." As technology leaders across the country
guide their schools and communities through the challenges posed by rapidly
advancing technologies, they gain firsthand, and often painful, experience about the
truth of Mecklenburger's statement. Every community and culture includes a broad
range of philosophies and attitudes about "our changing world." Some are
progressive and eager to embrace the opportunities that change offers. Others are
adversarial and resistant to the unknown implications associated with change
processes. Most others fall somewhere in between the eager and resistant--
complacent or uncertain about all the strong reactions to changes associated with the
Communications Age.

The bottom line for technology leaders is acknowledging and respecting the
opinions of colleagues and community members, and then initiating strategies that
can raise awareness and build support for valid technology and related change
efforts. Moving that agenda forward requires thoughtful consideration of the
targeted audience. Rather than a confrontive approach, it may be more successful to
work at reviewing controversial issues through the lenses of resistant colleagues or
community members. As technology leaders, consider initiating dialogue with
reluctant colleagues and community members and clarify your perceptions of their
opinions and understanding. With a clearer perception in mind, invest your
energies in developing "tools" that can assist in communicating your thinking and
intent to the community in practical ways that they can relate to meaningfully.

On the following pages are examples that have served me well in working with
adversarial persons regarding the implications of technology and school change.
The first example, Understanding Current Reality is Critical, is built around
principles that were driving General Motors production in 1973. Nearly everyone
relates to the reality, but absurdity, of the principles as we look back at them through
the lenses of more than two decades of history. Using that framework, I developed a
version of Understanding Current Reality is Critical that reflects some
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observations/implications about the current state of education. The educational
version stimulated a host of constructive and productive discussion within a
context that community members could relate to more easily and comfortably.

The second example stems from an experience with a state legislative body. A
legislative committee was considering the implications of educational technology
for schools in response to a charge from the Governor to identify potential
legislation for facilitating cost-saving measures for schools. As part of its study, the
legislative committee was reviewing the potential of technology as a tool to save
money in school operation. The mean age of the committee members approached
retirement, and in general, they were leery of the potential purported for rapidly,
advancing technologies. Recognizing that the state operated on a strong agricultural
base, I developed a tool entitled The Agricultural Version of Technology in Schools
to relate some of the tools and variables of farming to educational technology. The
comparison generated a very rich discussion that impacted the view and reaction of
many committee members.

Based on the examples, educational technology leaders are encouraged to think
through current challenges and barriers they face as they guide and encourage their
respective communities to pursue technology opportunities. Then, consider
designing a "tool" that presents "the words to characterize the meanings of those
changes in attractive ways." Using this strategy communicates to your target
audience that your willing to invest energy in understanding their perspective and
that you wish for them to relate to the issues of change in meaningful ways.

James D. Parry, Ph.D.

;,./
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Understanding Current Reality Is Critical

General Motors is in the business of making
money, not cars.

Cars are primarily status symbols. Styling is
more important than quality because customers
are going to trade up every 27 months.

The U.S. car market is isolated from the rest of
the world. Therefore, foreign competition will
never gain more than 15% of the domestic
market.

0

Energy will always be cheap and abundant.

Workers do not have an important impact on
production or quality control.



Understanding Current Reality is Critical

Schools are in the business of teaching the three
R's, not preparing students for productivity in the
Communications Age.

Education is primarily about 12 years seated at a
desk. Being in class from 8 till 3 about 175 days a
year is more important than students demonstrating
competencies that respond to the realities of a global
society and economy.

The U.S. education system does not need to be
concerned that students in foreign countries are
"better" educated than American students. Foreign-
educated students will never gain more than 15%
of the jobs in America.

Or, the U.S. public education system does not
need to be concerned about the increasing number
of students in private and home schools. This
competition with the public schools will never gain
more than 15% of the total number of students.

As long as we have children, there will always be
public schools with classrooms, rows of desks,
teachers, and textbooks.

Even though teachers have a major impact on
students, directing significant resources toward
staff development is irresponsible in light of
shrinking resources for school budgets.

James D. Parry
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The Agricultural Version of Technology for Schools
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B. Graphic Organizers for Systems Thinking

Primary Question Addressed by Strategy:
Am I approaching educational technology issues with a sound "systems

thinking" perspective?

Sources. Context, and Support Materials for Strategy:
Systems Thinking Article

Technology leaders are challenged to view technology applications and issues
within the context of the whole system. For too long, educators focused on
technology as primarily an infusion of hardware. As leaders have gained
knowledge and experience, they've discovered the necessity of placing technology
appropriately within the context of entire school system and beyond. The following
article by Costa and Kallick offers a practical strategy to assist leaders in examining
processes and interactions surrounding dynamic issues such as educational
technology. The authors propose the development of graphic organizers to
encourage systems thinking that facilitates attention to whole systems as well as the
relationships among the parts.

6 4
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ARTHUR L. COSTA AND BENA KALLICK

The learning organization is "a place where people continually

expand their capacity to create the results they truly desire,

where new and expansive patterns of thinking ,ire nurtured,

where collective aspiration is set free, and where people are

continually learning how to learn together."
-PETER SENGf

s quoted above, Senge describes a learning organization with words
and images such as create, new, expand, and nurture. His metaphors
are quite different from those we currently use in schools, where teach-

ers talk about "battling" the system for needed resources and adminis-
trators describe teachers as "in the trenches." A classroom is the "first line

of defense," and students talk about "bombing out on a test." A school svs-

tem's response to problems is "strategic planning" with new "tactics," an

approach that implies a command/demand relationship.
All in all, such images suggest combative relationships among vari-

ous parts of a system that is permeated by top-down authoritarianism and
fragmentation. The farther away you are from students, the greater the
inconsistency in principles and practices. Each part of the organization has

little to do with other parts; each department works in isolation.

Instead of such a battlefield, imagine a garden where the interdepen-

dent balance of the system allows each plant to flourish. The gardener

plants a seed in fertile soil, nurtures the seedling and its environment, and

harvests with an eye to the future of the garden as well as to his or her
immediate needs. The gardener cares for the whole to ensure the growth of

each part. Such is the atmosphere of a true learning organization, where

the paradigm of systems thinking encourages growth for all participants.
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SYSTEMS THINKING

Systems thinking requires constant attention to

the whole along with an analysis of whether its parts

are, indeed, interdependent and interconnected. In his

work on systems thinking. Senge conceives of an inten-

tional connection and relationship among these parts

and the organization as a whole. Members of systems

need to learn how to map this vhole and follow the

connections. In classrooms, this is often referred to as

interdisciplinary thinking; in organizations, we call it

systems thinking.
SYstems thinking fulfills a need to comprehend

the boundaries, rules, and understandings witinn

part of the total system and, at the same time, to dis-

cern its interconnections. Although we often think of

boundaries as ways of defining turf, systems thinking

highlights the relationships among bounded groups.

Data provide the energy source for continuous learn-

ing. Data are produced at the boundary of interaction

between the unit and the larger environment. For
example, Figure 1.1 is a graphic organizer depicting

one way a sstem functions. Circles delineate the

boundaries of various groups, and lines connecting

those circles demonstrate their interdepe»dence.

Such systems maps serve as tools for under-

standing when we want to examine processes and

interactions such as:

OWEN=

FIGURE 1.1

G7-aol-lic Organizer of System Functions

f5oarci of Educa:tior,
DCCiSiOn Making

Coordination by Core Group Administration.
3oard of Education, FTA, Executne 5carci,

District Planning. Curriculum

Planning and 5harea
DecisionMaking Team

\....,:esponse

Shared Decision
Making Teams
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how decisions are made,
how disciplines work together,
how new practices are initiated,
how financial resources are spent,

how time is managed, and
how priorities are established.

For example, one district's over-
worked and exhausted administrative

group faced the question: "How do we

manage to get so many things on our plate

every year?" They decided to map one

innovation to understand how everything

accumulated.
When they came together to address

the question, each administrator individual-

ly mapped how he or she thought a particu-

lar decision was made: Who initiated the
innovation? How was it discussed? Where

did the discussions lead? Who finally made

a decision? What were the consequences of

the decision? Was there an anticipated

sequel to the decision?
The maps were posted on the wall,

and, interestingly, they showed a great dis-

crepancy. The administrators studied each

map and talked about the different percep-

tions. As a result of their analysis, they
identified problems in the decision-making

process as it was perceived and as it actu-

ally took place. This kind of analysis is an
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SYSTEMS THINKING: INTERACTIVE ASSESSMENT fN HOLONOMOUS ORGANIZATIONS

extremely valuable assessment tool when creating an
environment for change.

. We like to think of systems thinking in four
ways:

All the players are at once beneficiaries and
leaders of the system.
All players in the system see the parts-whole rela-
tionship, and they view their particular operation
as part of a larger whole.
Altered or innovative thinking in one part of the
system affects the total system. If a creative idea or

new approach is employed in one part of a system,

it affects all other parts of the system.
Everyone in the entire system is perceived to be a
continual learner as well as a caring, thinking indi-

vidual capable of complex decision making, cre-
ativit; problem solving, and continued intellectual
del.elopment.

When adopting a new paradigm, all aspects of
the system must change in accordance with the new
perspective. Paradigm shifting, therefore, does not
become fully operable until all the parts of the system
are changed and aligned with the new paradigm. Any
system is a synergistic relationship of interlocking
parts; as one part changes, it affects the others. No one

part can operate efficiently unless the other parts of the

system work in harmony.
Wheatley observes that "organizations are con-

scious entities, possessing many of the properties of

living systems." Therefore, every aspect of a learning
organizationindividuals, classrooms, schools, the
district, and the communityneeds to be dedicated to
continual analysis, assessment, and reflection on sys-
tem practices. The Japanese call this constant state of

growth and self-renewal kaizen.

HOLONOMY: INTERACTIVE ASSESSMENTS IN THE

LEARNING ORGANIZATION

Arthur Koestler (1972) refers to the parts-whole
interaction as holonomy. The term "holon" comes from
the Greek "holos," which means the whole, and the
suffix "on," which means part. The holonomous orga-
nization, therefore, consists of two components: parts

BEST CON MAILABLE
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and whole. One function of the holonomoils organiza-
tion is to support people in becoming autonomous and
self-actualizing. This implies that each unit in the orga-
nizationindividuals, classrooms, schools, districts,
and the statewill become self-
evaluating, self-renewing, and self-modifying.

Yet the concept of holonomy transcends individ-
ual autonomy and supplies a missing link between the
individual and the larger organization. It supplants the
dualistic thinking about parts and wholes that is so
deeply ingrained in our mental habits and hierarchical
metaphors. Autonomous individuals can be character-
ized as self-regulating, open systems governed by

fixed rules that account for their coherence, stability,

and specific pattern of structure and function.
However, autonomous units cannot exist alone; they

are always interacting with a larger unit or smaller
units within. The concept of holonomy reconciles this

parts-whole polarity and transcends the notion of an

autonomous organism functioning only as a sub-part
of a larger organization, which in turn is but a part of a

still larger universe.
Koestler emphasizes that every individual part

has the dual tendency to preserve and assert its indi-

viduality as a proud and quasi-autonomous whole,

even while functioning as a humble part of a larger
ivhole. This polarity between the self-assertive and

*integrative tendencies of organisms is inherent in the

concept of hierarchic order and is a universal charac-

teristic of life.
Consider the human heart, for example. It per-

forms a unique function with its own intrinsic rhythm
and pattern of functioning. The heart will assert this

characteristic pattern of activity even when trans-
planted to another body. On the other hand, the heart's
activities are initiated, inhibited, or modified by the

autonomic nervous system, hormones, and other influ-

ences inside and outside the human body. Thus, the
self-assertive tendency of the autonomous heart has its

counterpart in its integrative function as a part of a

larger system.
Likewise, in an educational community, each

teacher mav be thought of as a proud, autonomous
individual: self-asserting, self-perpetuating, and self-
modifying. However, the autonomous teacher is also

6 7



ASSESSMENT IN THE LEARNING ORGANIZATION: SHIFTING THE PARADIGM

part of a larger whole and is influenced by the atti-

tudes, values, and behaviors of the school culture. In

turn, the school is an autonomous unit, but it is orga-

nized around its own unique community, vision, and

goals while maintaining an interactive relationship

with the larger district and community (Costa and

Garmston 1994).

FRACTALS: PARALLEL ASSESSMENTS IN THE

LEARNING ORGANIZATION

The very best organizations have a fractal

quality to them. An observer of such an
organization can tell what the organiza-
tion's values and ways of doing busin,2ss

are by watching anyone, whether it he a

production floor employee or a senior
manager. There is consistency and pre-
dictability to the quality of behavior. No
matter where we look in these organiza-
tions, self-similarity is found in its people,

in spite of the complex range of roles and

levels.
MARGARET VHEATLEY

Many natural systems possess a fractal quality;

that is, they share similar details on many different

scales and levels (Briggs 1992). Consider the endless

duplication of the patterns of a cauliflower or tl-w Tepe-

titions in the shape of a fern. Focusing on any part of

these systems reveals a reproduction of the larger sys-

tem itself. Similarly, any one part of an organization

+ will provide a lens into the whole organization.

ir
We believe that assessment is a potent force in

achieving an holonomous organization (one that is

interdependent) and gives it a fractal quality (where

examination of any one aspect offers insight about all

aspects) by:

providing data about the degree to which various

parts of the school community interact in produc-

tive and interdependent ways;
providing data about processes as well as behav-

_

iors that affect the school community;
providing data about the degree to which pro-

cesses in the school are evident and parallel
regardless of position in the hierarchy; we expect

I 1 I I I 1 I I I 1 I
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the same set of behaviors and values to be

observed in the meetings of the board of education

and faculty meetings.
gathering, analyzing, reflecting upon, and acting

on the data in a thoughtful way (see Feedback

Spirals in Part II).

Only as these attributes become consistent
throughout an entire systemself, classroom, school,

district, and eventually the communitywill it become

FIGURE 1.2
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an holonornous iearning organization. So, for example,

a system may consider a new form of assessment in
several ways (Figure 1.2):

At the student level: "What constitutes evidence or

outcomes achieved at the student level?"

At the level of classroom teachers: "What might a

teacher's portfolio contain?"
At the school level: "What artifacts would go in a

school's portfolio to show evidence of growth and

change as a learning organization?"
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At the central office level: "How might administra-
tors use portfolio assessment to demonstrate their
growth?"
At the superintendent's level: "How might the use
of portfolios demonstrate accomplishments to the
Board of Trustees?"
In hiring practices and policies: "Do incoming can-
didates being considered for employment present
their portfolios upon application?"

Because the concept of holonomv is interactive,
no assessment of any one unit is complete without
assessing the surrounding units. To assess student
progress toward desired outcomescooperative iearn-
ing, for examplethe presence of that quality in class-
room conditions must be monitored as well. To assess
teacher performance, the quality of cooperation and
collaboration in the school workplace must be exam-
ined. And to assess the quality of cooperation in the
school district, community support and commitment
toward collaboration and cooperation must also be
assessed. Thus, a well-conceived assessment design
includes a search for consistency, congruence, and
integrity in the surrounding conditions and climate
that directly influence each unit in the holonomous
organization.

The word dharmic is Sanskrit for deep,
deep integrityliving by your inner truth.
Dharmic Management means bringing that
truth with you when you go to work every
day. It's the fusing of spirit, character,
human values, and decency in the work-
place and in life as a whole.

-JACK HAWLEY
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From Paradigm to Practice I: Systems Thinking

Interactive Assessment in Holonomous
Organizations

No single unit of an organization can function
autonomously; rather, it is part of a larger universe and
is composed of smaller, units itself. Therefore, no single
unit of an o6anizatioh can be assessed without also
assessing.the larger universe of which it is a part.
Coupled with Part II on.Feedback Spirals, we now pre-
sent three articles by administrators who constantly

search their environment for indicators that their goals
are being achieved: Diane Zimmerman, at an elemen-
tary school; William Sommers, at the secondary level;
and Michael Couchman, at the district/community level.
Each example illuminates the significance.of developing
a recursive process to continuously.monitor the integrity
of an organization by examining the alignment of pur-
poses and outcomes with daily practice and the organi-
zation's culture.
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C. Rules for Decision Making

Primary Question Addressed by Strategy:
How am I making or facilitating sound decisions surrounding education

technology-related issues?

Sources. Context, and Support Materials for Strategy:
Common Decision Rules Guide

Decision-making is a challenge for leaders. Within traditional hierarchical
organizational structures, most, if not all, decisions are made by a central figure. As
organizational structures are shifting to be more collaborative in nature, the process
of decision-making has become more participatory and complex. Even those school
leaders who embrace more collaborative organizational structures often face
significant pressure regarding technology decision-making.

If educational leaders possess a knowledge of the subject that requires decision-
making, they generally feel comfortable with decision-making processes that engage
other parties and differing views. For the most part, they're open to sharing the
decision-making process because they sense a personal confidence for assessing and
responding effectively to a diversity of input. But when the decision-making shifts
to a subject such as rapidly advancing educational technology for which educational
leaders may have limited knowledge and experience, they feel more vulnerable and
uncertain about collaborative decision-making efforts. Thus, educational leaders are
encouraged to make a concerted effort to clarify decision-making that surrounds
educational technology issues.

The attached section from the Facilitator's Guide to Participatory Decision-Making
provides basic information and suggestions for structuring decision-making. The
information offers specific strategies for thoughtfully structuring meaningful
decision-making.



FACILITATOR'S GUIDE TO PARTICIPATORY DECISION-MAKING

Unanimous
Agreement

Person-in-Charge
Decides after
....D.Lscussion

Majority Vote

COMMON
DECISION

RULES

Delegation Person-in-Charge
Decides without

Discussion

"Flip a Coin"

A decision rule is a mechanism that answers the question, "How do we know

when we've made a decision?" Each of the six rules shown above performs

this basic function.

224
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FACILITATOR'S GUIDE TO PARTICIPATORY DECISION-MAKING

Individual members act on their
own idiosynchratic perspectives.
Soon, the left hand doesn't know
what the right hand is doing.

Some people hold onto
rigid, fixed positions and
stalemate the discussion.

Just as time runs out,
someone makes a new
suggestion. This
becomes "the decision."

Those who whine
or raise their voice
get what they want.

Someone says, "Let's put this on
next month's agenda and pick up
where we left off." But at the next,
meeting the item is superseded by
urgent new business.

Someone's name gets vaguely
attached to a poorly defined task
(as in, "Duane, why don't you check
into that?") Later, that person gets
blamed for poor follow-through.

When a quick decision has to be
made or an opportunity will be
lost, conservative members exercise
a pocket vetd by stalling the
discussion. Thus, "no decision"
becomes a decision not to act.

After the meeting ends
without agreement, a few
people meet behind closed
doors and make the real
decisions.

The person who has the most at
stake makes an independent
decision; later, people resent
him/her for taking actions that did
not meet other people's needs.

The meeting goes overtime; the
discussion drags on and on . . .

Certain people always
get their way.

The person-in-charge says, "Is everyone
okay with this idea?" After a few seconds
of silence, the person-in-charge moves to
the next topic, believing that every
member's silence meant "yes," rather
than "no" or "I'm still thinking."
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FACILITATOR'S GUIDE TO PARTICIPATORY DECISION-MAKING

MAJOR DECISION RULES: USES AND IMPLICATIONS

>> UNANIMOUS AGREEMENT

High-Stakes Decisions

In groups that decide by unanimous agreement, members must keep working

to understand one another's perspectives until they integrate those
perspectives into a shared framework of understanding. Once people are
sufficiently familiar with each other's views, they become capable of
advancing innovative proposals that are acceptable to everyone. It takes a

lot of effort, but this is precisely why the unanimous agreement decision
rule has the best chance of producing sustainable agreements when the
stakes are high.

The difficulty with using unanimous agreement as the decision rule is that
most people don't know how to search for Both/And solutions. Instead,
people pressure each other to live with decisions that they don't truly
support. And the group often ends up with a watered-down compromise.

This problem is a function of the general tendency of groups to push for a
fast decision: "We need unanimous agreement because we want
everyone's buy-in, but we also want to reach a decision as quickly as
possible." This mentality undermines the whole point of using unanimous
agreement. Its purpose is to utilize the tension of diversity for creative
purposes - to invent brand new ideas that really do work for everyone.
This takes time. In order to realize the potentials of unanimous agreement,
members should be encouraged to keep working toward mutual
understanding until they develop a proposal that will receive enthusiastic
support from a broad base of participants.

Low-Stakes Decisions

With low-stakes issues, unanimous agreements are usually comparable in
quality to decisions reached by other decision rules. Participants learn to
go along with proposals they can tolerate, rather than hold out for an
innovative solution that would take a lot of time and effort to develop.

One benefit of using the unanimous agreement rule to make low-stakes
decisions is that it prevents a group from making a decision that is
abhorrent to a small minority. Other decision rules can lead to outcomes
that are intolerable to one or two members, but are adopted because they
are popular with a majority. By definition, such a decision will not be
made by unanimous agreement.
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FACILITATOR'S GUIDE TO PARTICIPATORY DECISION-MAKING

MAJOR DECISION RULES: USES AND IMPLICATIONS

i>> MAJORITY VOTE

High-Stakes Decisions

Majority vote produces a win/lose solution through an adversarial process.
The traditional justification for using this rule when stakes are high is that
the competition of ideas creates pressure. Thus, the quality of everyone's
reasoning theoretically gets better and better as the debate ensues.

The problem with this reasoning is that people don't always vote based on
the logic of the arguments. People often "horse trade" their votes. Or they
vote against opponents for political reasons. To overcome this problem,
group members should be exhorted to vote on the merits of the idea. For
high-stakes issues, secret ballots help preserve the integrity of the vote.

Low-Stakes Decisions

When expedience is more important than quality, majority vote strikes a
useful balance between the lengthy discussion characteristic of unanimous
agreement, and the lack of deliberation that is a danger of the other
extreme. Group members can be encouraged to call for a quick round of
pros and cons, and then to get on with the vote.

>> FLIP A COIN

High-Stakes Decisions

Flip a coin refers to any arbitrary, random method of making a decision,
including common practices like drawing straws, picking numbers from a
hat or "eeny-meeny-miney-moe." Rare is the group that would consider
using a coin flip to make a high-stakes decision.

Low-Stakes Decisions

Knowing the decision will be made arbitrarily, most members stop
participating their comments won't have any impact on the actual result.
However, this is not necessarily bad. For example, how much discussion is
needed to decide whether lunch should be forty-five minutes or one hour?
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FACILITATOR'S GUIDE TO PARTICIPATORY DECISION-MAKING

MAJOR DECISION RULES: USES AND IMPLICATIONS

>> PERSON-IN-CHARGE DECIDES AFTER DISCUSSION

High-Stakes Decisions

There is strong justification for using this decision rule when the stakes are

high. The person-in-charge, after all, is the one with the access, resources,
authority and credibility to act on the decision. Seeking counsel from

group members, rather than deciding without discussion, allows the
person-in-charge to expand his/her understanding of the issues, and form a
wiser opinion about the best course of action.

Unfortunately, some group members give false advice and say what they
think their boss wants to hear, rather than express their true opinions. *

To overcome this problem, group members can design a formal procedure

to ensure/include "devil's advocate" thinking, thus allowing people to
debate the merits of an idea without the pressure of worrying whether
they're blocking the group's momentum. Or, group members can schedule
a formal discussion without the person-in-charge. They can then bring
their best thinking back to a meeting with him/her to discuss it further.

Low-Stakes Decisions

There are three decision rules that encourage group discussion: unanimous
agreement, majority rule, and person-in-charge decides after discussion.
With low-stakes issues, all three decision rules produce results that are
roughly equivalent in quality.

When the stakes are low, the person-in-charge is less likely to feel
pressured to "get it right," and is therefore less defensive, and more open-
minded. Similarly, group members are less afraid of being punished for
taking risks. Accordingly, low-stakes issues provide a group with the
opportunity to practice honest, direct advice to the person-in-charge.

* Irving Janus, in his ground-breaking classic on the group dynamics of conformity, Victims of

Group Think (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1972) describes many case studies demonstrating this

problem. For more suggestions on ways to overcome this problem, see pages 207-224.
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FACILITATOR'S GUIDE TO PARTICIPATORY DECISION-MAKING

MAJOR DECISION RULES: USES AND IMPLICATIONS

>> PERSON-IN-CHARGE DECIDES WITHOUT DISCUSSION

High-Stakes Decisions

When a person-in-charge makes a decision without discussion, s/he
assumes full responsibility for analyzing the situation and coming up with
a course of action. Proponents argue that this decision rule firmly clarifies
the link between authority, responsibility and accountability. Detractors
argue that this decision rule creates a high potential for blind spots and
irrationality.

The most appropriate time for a person-in-charge to make high-stakes
decisions without discussion is in the midst of a crisis, when the absence of
a clear decision would be catastrophic. In general, though, the higher the
stakes, the more risky it is for anyone to make decisions without group
discussion.

How will group members behave in the face of this decision rule? The
answer depends on one's values. Some people believe that good team
players are loyal, disciplined subordinates who have the duty to play their
roles and carry out orders. Other people argue that group members who
must contend with this decision rule should develop a formal mechanism,
like a union, for making sure their points of view are taken into account.

The fundamental point is that whenever one person is solely responsible
for analyzing a problem and solving it, the decision-maker may lack
essential information. Or those responsible for implementation might
sabotage the decision because they disagree with it or because they don't
understand it. The more the person-in-charge understands the dangers of
deciding without group discussion, the more capable s/he is of evaluating
in each situation whether the stakes are too high to take the risks.

Low-Stakes Decisions

Not all decisions made this way turn out badly. In fact, many turn out just
fine. And when the stakes are low, even bad decisions can usually be
undone, or compensated for.

Low-stakes decisions are often implemented by someone other than the
person-in-charge. The person-in-charge may want to delegate decision-
making authority to those most responsible for implementation.

7 6
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FACILITATOR'S GUIDE TO PARTICIPATORY DECISION-MAKING

REACHING CLOSURE

DECISION RULES: A BASIC DILEMMA

Many work-groups have difficulty establishing a clear decision rule. This is
especially common in groups that are run by a person-in-charge. Frequently,
the problem is that the person-in-charge does not feel obligated to use a
single decBion rule. "Sometimes," said a division manager, "I want everyone
in my group to agree to a plan before we act on it. At other times I don't
want to waste time, so I make the decision myself."

From the point of view of the person-in-charge, it does not make sense to be
tied down to a particular rule. But from the perspective of the group
members, the inconsistency can be enormously confusing.

For example, a software publishing company held monthly meetings that
were chaired by the chief operating officer and attended by all department
managers. The managers complained that the meetings were very
frustrating. "Sometimes the boss cuts off discussion after five minutes," they
grumbled. "At other times he lets it run on and on. Sometimes it seems like
he wants us to buy into a decision he's already made; other times he couldn't
care less what we think; and then there are times when he wants us to figure
out every little detail. It's driving us crazy!"

This is an intriguing example. From the perspective of the person-in-charge,
his behavior was perfectly logical! He knew what the decision rule was
person-in-charge makes the decision after group discussion. But in each particular
case he made a judgment call to determine how much discussion the issue
warranted. At times when the stakes were low or when a solution seemed
obvious he decided it was fine to make a quick decision with very little
discussion. At other times, when he wanted everyone to take ownership of
the outcome, he kept the discussion going in search of better ideas.

The problem was that he did not share this reasoning with the group. He
made all his judgments in his head. The group members had no idea that
there was a method to his madness. To explain his apparent inconsistency,
they made up all kinds of stories: He was manipulating them. He was
fearful of corporate politics. He was incompetent as a leader.

This group provides a classic illustration of the tension between flexibility
and clarity. The person-in-charge felt that clarifying his decision rule would
handcuff him. He needed the flexibility to allocate time wisely. But leaving
the decision rule vague didn't work, either. It prevented the group members
from knowing whether and when their manager valued their participation.
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FACILITATOR'S GUIDE TO PARTICIPATORY DECISION-MAKING

REACHING CLOSURE

The Discussion
Reaches

a Stopping Point

The person-in-charge decides
that the discussion has been
adequate. S/he feels ready to
bring the issue to closure by
making a final decision.

The person-in-charge decides
that important issues still
need to be thought through.
S/he wants the group to
continue the discussion.

This diagram portrays a situation that comes up all the time in groups: at a
certain point in practically every discussion, the person-in-charge has to
decide whether or not to end the discussion and make a decision.

To most people who play the role of person-in-charge, this fact is intuitively
obvious. They recognize the situation because they deal with it every day.
But it is not so obvious to the other participants at a meeting. They often
don't know how to interpret what's going on. As a result of such confusion,
people can become frustrated, angry and passive exactly as happened in
the example on the previous page.

Fortunately, it is easy to reduce the disparity between the perspective of the
person-in-charge and the perspective of the other members. The solution is
to show everyone what the person-in-charge is doing. When the choice point is
made explicit, the confusion is removed.

Deciding whether or not to make a decision is called making a meta-decision.*

* The word meta is Greek and means "above" or "about."
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FACILITATOR'S GUIDE TO PARTICIPATORY DECISION-MAKING

THE DOYLE AND STRAUS FALLBACK

One of the most well-known meta-decision procedures is the Doyle and
Straus fallback. Here's how it works.

Whenever a new topic is introduced, the person-in-charge sets a time limit.
During that period of time, the group will strive to reach a unanimous
agreement. If time runs out, the person-in-charge makes the meta-decision:
either s/he will now bring the discussion to closure and make a final
decision, or s/he will set a new time limit and reopen the discussion.

CAROLINE ESTES' VOTE TO VOTE

Meta-decisions also occur in groups that have no person-in-charge. For
example, the U.S. Green Party, which uses unanimous agreement as its
decision rule, has a meta-decision that allows it to switch from unanimity to
majority vote. This meta-decision, called vote to vote, was popularized by
Caroline Estes, one of the nation's leading experts in the field of large-group
consensus decision-making.

The Greens have adapted this procedure: any group member can call for a
vote to close discussion and switch from unanimity to majority.
Immediately following this call, the vote is taken. If 80% of the voters favor
switching, the discussion ends and the group uses majority rule to reach a
decision on the proposal at hand; if fewer than 80% want to switch, the
unanimity rule remains in effect and the discussion continues.

SAM KANER'S META-DECISION

This procedure is shown on the next page. Its central premise is that polling
helps a group obtain maximum benefit from the use of a meta-decision.

In groups with a person-in-charge, it is highly advantageous for that person
to use a Gradients of Agreement scale to take a poll before s/he makes a
decision. If s/he sees adequate support from the group, s/he can make a
decision with confidence that it will be implemented. However, if s/he sees
that a proposal lacks sufficient support, s/he can reopen the discussion
rather than make a decision that would be difficult to implement.

7 9
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FACILITATOR'S GUIDE TO PARTICIPATORY DECISION-MAKING

- COMMUNITY AT WORK -

KANER'S META-DECISION

1. Close discussion.

2. Clarify the proposal.

3. Poll the group.

4. The Meta-Decision
The person-in-charge decides whether:/ \

s/he will the group
now make should discuss
the decision, the issues further.

Kaner's meta-decision is designed to combine the benefits of participatory
decision-making with the realities of hierarchical decision-making.

8 0
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D. Relationships with Consultants and Partners

Primary Question Addressed by Strategy:
Am I positioning technology-related expert resources and partnerships

as powerfully as possible?

Sources, Context, and Support Materials for Strategy:
Consultant and Partner Relationships and Roles

Despite the genuine efforts of technology leaders to keep abreast of rapidly
advancing technologies, most indicate that they're holding a tiger by the tail. Sound
technology planning, implementation, and integration depend on access to expertise
and resources that can heighten the probability of productivity and success. Many
schools employ technical personnel, technology coordinators, curriculum
specialists, staff development facilitators, or others who can offer vital input to
inform the organization's efforts to pursue technology meaningfully. But as
technology evolves and the complexity of applications increases, more and more
schools are engaging consultants and partners as resources for expertise and
assistance.

The need for productive relationships with technology consultants and partners
requires leaders to view consultative models in new terms. In particular, leaders
need to establish relationships with consultants and clarify roles in a manner that
maximizes the cooperative and collective energies of the district and the consultant.
The following information suggests a continuum of consultant roles along with
description of consultant activities that might characterize the interactions of the
district and the consultant. (Descriptions are taken from Block's work entitled
Flawless Consulting: A Guide to Getting Your Expertise Used.) In many cases,
schools are engaging in activities with business partners. Certainly, the
considerations regarding a district/consultant relationship have value for
district/partner relationships. In fact, partners certainly tunction in many
consultive roles by engaging in supportive and collaborative activities with schools.

As leaders consider the value of consultant/partner relationships, they are
encouraged to focus on the benefits of a process consultation model. Gleaned from
Schein's writings entitled Process Consultation: Its Role in Organization
Development, the process model heightens the involvement of members of the
organization in the consultant work. Clearly, this perspective contributes directly to
building the capacity of the district for addressing future issues.
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4)
CONSULTANT ROLES*

Expert
Consultant is looked to as the "expert" in the performance of a given task/project.
The client expects to hold the consultant responsible for results.

1. Decisions on how to proceed are made by the consultanton basis of expert
judgment.

2. Information needed for problem analysis is gathered by the consultant.
Consultant also decides what methods of collection & analysis to use.

3. Technical control rests with the consultant. Disagreement is not likely
consultant has "expert" reasonings.

4. Collaboration is not required.

5. Two-way communication is limited.

6. Consultant plans and carries out implementation or leaves detailed
instructions for the client.

7. Client's role is to judge and evaluate at end.

8. Consultant's goal is to solve the immediate problem.

Pair of Hands
Client sees the consultant as an extra "pair of hands". Client says in effect, "I have
neither the time nor the inclination to deal with this problem. I have examined the
deficiencies and have prepared an outline of what needs to be done. I want you to
get it done as soon as possible." The client retains full control. The consultant is
exrpected to apply specialized knowledge to implement action plans toward the
achievement of goals defined by the client.

1. Consultant takes a passive rolelargely responding to client's requests.
Does not question client's action plans.

2. Decisions on how to proceed are made by the clientconsultant may prepare
recommendations.

IIIII3. Client selects methods for data collection and analysis.



4. Control rests with the clientconsultant makes suggestions but outright
disagreement is avoided because would be seen as challenge to client's
authority.

5. Collaboration is not necessary.

6. Two-way communication is limitedclient initiates and consultant responds.

7. Client's role is to plan and then to judge and evaluate from a close distance.

8. Consultant's goal is to make the system more effective by the application of
specialized knowledge according to the client's direction.

Collaborative
Consultant enters relationship with notion that management issues can be dealt
with effectively only by joining own specialized knowledge with the client's
knowledge of the organization. Consultant does not solve problems for the client;
but rather applies specialized knowledge to help client solve problems. Key
assumption is the client must be actively involved.

1. Consultant and client work to become interdependentshare responsibility
for work and results.

2. Decision making is bilateralmutual exchange and respect for responsibilities
and knowledge of both parties.

3. Data collection and analysis are joint effortsincluding the selection of the
kind of data and the method(s) used.

4. Control issues become a matter for discussion and negotiation.
Disagreements are expected.

5. Collaboration is considered essential.

6. Communication is two-way. Either can take the initiative depending on the
issue.

7. Implementation and responsibilities are determined by discussion and
agreement.

8. Consultant's goal is to solve problems so they stay solved.

* Flawless Consulting: A Guide to Getting Your Expertise Used by Peter Block;
Learning Concepts, 1981.



ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING
PROCESS CONSULTATION*

Process consultation assumes that:

I. Managers often do not know what is wrong and need special help in diagnosing what

their problems actually are.
2. Managers often do not knOw what kinds of help consultants can give to them; they need

to be helped to know what kind of help to seek.

3. Most managers have a constructive intent to improve things but need help in identifying

what to improve and how to improve it.

4. Most organizations can be more effective if they learn to diagnose their own strengths

and weaknesses. No organizational form is perfect; hence every form of organization will

have some weaknesses for which compensatory mechanisms need to be found.

5. A consultant could probably not, without exhaustive and time-cormuming study, learn

enough about the culture of the organization to suggest reliable new courses of action.

Therefore, he must work jointly with members of the organization who do know the culture

intimately from having lived within it.

6. The client must learn to see the problem for himself, to share in the diagnosis, and to

be actively involved in generating a remedy. One of the process consultant's roles is to

provide new and challenging alternatives for the client to consider. Decision-making about

these alternatives must, however, remain in the hands of the client.

7. It is of prime importance that the process consultant be expert in how to diagnose and how

to establish effective helping relationships with clients. Effective RC involves the passing on of

both these skills.

From Edgar H. Schein, Process Consultation: Its Role in Organization Development, Reading, Massachusetts:

Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1969.
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E. Critical Friend Approach to Professional Growth

Primary Question Addressed by Strategy:
As my district pursues Communications Age learning environments, am I

structuring and maximizing the opportunities for professional growth
among stakeholders?

Sources, Context, and Support Materials for Strategy:
Critical Friend Article

The shift from Industrial Age schools to Communications Age schools brings with
it dramatic changes in the roles of stakeholders--students, teachers, administrators,
school boards, and community members. As educators make transitions from
primarily autonomous classroom functioning to more interactive, collaborative
functioning, the importance and value of trusting, supportive colleagues is more
critical than ever. While not necessarily a new concept, the term "critical friend" is
associated with current literature that speaks to this collegial relationship.

The following article from the Assessment in the Learning Organization: Shifting
the Paradigm, offers a succinct description of the role and process for maximizing
critical friend relationships in school environments. As technology leaders build
support for technology as well as build staff capacity for technology applications, they
are encouraged to consider the value of critical friend interactions. Ideally, the
critical friend structure provides a meaningful strategy for encouraging and
supporting professional growth in technology within a context of friendship and
trust.

Tuning Protocol Article
A specific strategy with relevance for enhancing teaching and learning via a critical
friend approach is embodied in the "tuning protocol". Described by Kathleen
Cushman in the attached article from a publication of The Coalition of Essential
Schools, the tuning protocol empowers educational stakeholders to engage in the
constructive review of teaching and learning processes. Entitled Making the Good
School Better: The Essential Question of Rigor, the author describes the specific steps
associated with implementation of the tuning protocol. Structured to offer
constructive feedback within a context of an encouraging environment, the tuning
protocol is particularly relevant for educators facing the challenge of new teaching
and learning practices associated with educational technologies.

Many educators feel uncomfortable or uncertain about peer collaboration and
feedback. Often, the discomfort or uncertainty is heightened within the context of
integrating new technological tools. The protocol offers a valuable strategy for
addressing this issue constructively and productively to encourage healthy and
positive professional growth.



Throqh t4 tens of d Critic& Friend

ARTHUR L. COSTA AND BENA KALLICK

Every function in ... cultural develop-
ment appears twice: first, on the social

level, and later, on the individual level;

first between people (interpsychological),

and then inside (intrapsychological). This

applies equally to voluntary attention, to

logical memory, and to the formation of

concepts. All the higher functions originate as

actual relationships between individuals.

LEV VYGOTSKY

fl he was waiting for the ophthalmologist to bring
her to his office. The routine was a familiar one. Sit
in the chair. Place your eyes in the machine that
imitates glasses, and tell whether the letters on the

wall could be seen better or worse as the focusing lens
changed.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

We believe that such an eye exam can be an anal-
ogy for assessment. It is only when you change the
lens through which you view student learning that you
find a new focus. If you never change the lens, you
limit your vision.

Sometimes your frustration mounts and you ask,
"Why do I have to say which lens is better or worse?
Can't you just tell me the right prescription?" Further-
more, you need another person to continually change
your focus, to guide you to look through multiple
lenses in order to find that "just right" fit. And it is not
entirely a matter of science. It requires a subjective per-
spective: "Which looks better or worse to you?"

As we work to restructure schools, we become
increasingly aware of asking the right questions and
collecting appropriate evidence. We are in the business
of constantly reframing our work. This suggests that
no single perspective on student learning will be suffi-
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THROUGH THE LENS OF A CRITICAL FRIEND

I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

learner to see through a different perspective. A typical
query might be, "What does the evidence from your
students' work indicate to you about their capacity to
do problem solving?" or "When you do this project,
how will you help others follow your presentation?"

6. Both participants reflect and write. The learner
writes notes to himself, an opportunity to think about
vhat has been raised by the conference. For example,
will changes make this work better or worse? What
have I learned from this refocusing process? The
Critical Friend writes to the learner with suggestions
or advice that seems appropriate to the desired out-
come. This part of the process is distinguished from
typical feedback situations in that the learner does not
have to respond or make any decisions on the basis of
the feedback. It allows the learner to reflect on and
process the feedback without defending his work to
the critic.

Time for this conference is flexible, though we
have found it useful to limit the meeting to about 20

s. Once Critical Friends are accustomed to the
ure, the time may be shortened.

CRITICAL FRIENDS IN PRACTICE

In the classroom, students use the Critical
Friends strategy for conferencing about their writing,
projett work, and oral presentations. The process pro-
vides a formalized way for students to interact about
the substantive quality of their work. They are readers
of one another's text. They are peer editors and critics.
These conferences make the role of assessor a part of
the role of learner.

Many teachers guide student Critical Friends to
use scoring rubricsdescriptive systems that help
them know the rationale behind a rating. Because
Critical Friends are advocates for your doing your best
possible work, they use only the highest part of any
scoring rubric. For example, if 5 is the highest score,
the Critical Friend gives feedback to the learner in rela-
tionship to indicators described under the score 5. As
an advocate for successful, high-quality work, the
Critical Friend tries to provide feedback that will

0-h the work to its best potential. This feedback ses-
a little different from others because it frames.

the conference around performance standards set .by
the teacher (though the standards are often developed
with the collaboration of students).

In staff development, teachers use this Critical
Friends strategy to plan and reflect on their process.
Instead of the usual show-and-tell kind of sharing, this
strategy allows them to understand one another's
work at a deeper level. The Critical Friends group can
consist of as many as six people. They may meet and
share practices every other week. Some teachers do
this during their planning period, though there may
only be time for one person to share a practice.

Administrators often find themselves too busv to
reflect on their practice. In addition, they are isolated
from one another. Some administrators have designed
Critical Friendships as a part of their working relation-
ships. They call upon their colleagues to provide
critiques. One superintendent has called upon board of
education members to be Critical Friends from time to
time.

The spirit of this new role in assessment practice
is to provide a context in which people can receive a
response to their work that is at once critical and sup-
portive. For example, a superintendent recently was
asked to make a presentation to her board. She was
warned that certain board members were difficult; they
were often referred to as "bottom line." When she
entered the board meeting, she said that she hoped the
board would not sit as a panel of judges but as a group
of Critical Friends who would help her ask the best
possible evaluation questions for the proposed project.
She, too, wanted to be able to identify the "bottom
line" and then know how to collect data that would
evaluate the project. The board, taken off guard,
responded favorably. They shifted from asking her
questions to helping her ask the right questions.
During reflection time, each member offered concerns.
As a result, in the privacy of the superintendent's own
reflection, she was able to reassess her design work in

light of the issues that were raised.
Organizations can also benefit from Critical

Friends. In 1993, the giant but faltering blue-chip cor-
poration IBM wooed Louis Gerstner from RJR Nabisco

to turn IBM around and make it viable again. Upon

assuming his new duties as CEO, Gerstner called in
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When we put
student work in
the spotlight and
ask hard questions
about its quality,
our standards and
expectations for all
s tud e n ts come into
sharp relief.
Essential schools
that have been
successful in many
other ways are now
reaching for new
strategies to raise
the bar higher.

7 BY KATHLEEN CUSHMAN

Making the Good School Better:
The Essential Question of Rigor
YOU ARE WORKING IN A PEER
coaching situation that has paired
you with a good friend who has
taught three classrooms down the
hall for ten years. He has found it
difficult to let you into his class-
room, but he finally asked vou to
come in and observe his Social
Studies II Final Exhibitions. He has
not asked you to be a judge of the
exhibitions (he and a panel of par-
ents are doing that), but rather to
look for the public presentation
skills of his students. How poised
are they? How well do they relate to
an audience? You come in, pruned
to look for those qualities. But what
strikes you is the poor content in the
performances. What he asked vou
to look at seems fine; the students
are very poised and their public
speaking skills are better than aver-
age. The parents love the presenta-
tions. But the students have a mar-
ginal grip on their subjects. They get
facts wrong (Rosa Parks didn't start
the Montgomery bus boycott in
1968; the War on Poverty did not
have a program that targeted the
homeless) and they don't link the
facts they have to any more general
ideas. Your concerns go far deeper
than presentation skills. What do
you do?

Applicants for the Annenberg
Institute's new National School
Reform Faculty will write their own
answers to that question posed by
the Institute's staff at Brown
University. But the situation

described here is familiar to many
thoughtful teachers in Essential
schools. It strikes deep personal and
political nerves with teachers and
administrators, parents and policy-
makers. It underlies this country's
preoccupation with national stan-
dards and "the basics," and it also
sparks the movement toward more
authentic assessments. The quality
of student work is shaping up as the
dirty little secret of school reform;
on its ultimate evidence this wave
of innovation must prove its case,
or not.

Essential School ideas rest, of
course, on the belief that students
can do far better than most schools
now require. Theodore Sizer's Nine
Common Principles call for high
academic expectations for all
students; for deeper, more focused
inquiry; and for the exhibition and
defense of student work before a
critical audience. The intellectual
passivity that marked so many of
the classrooms Sizer visited during
his 1980s Study of High Schools cat-
alyzed the Coalition's effort to make
active and rigorous student inquiry
the heart and soul of school reform.

But as schools struggle to
reshape their structures to achieve
these goals, their focus often shifts
to other matters. First, they must get
students more engagedget them
to come to school at all, to care
about what they do. They must
break down isolating barriers so
teachers can collaborate, can know
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The Tuning Protocol: A Process for Reflection on Teacher and Student Work

What is it students are asked to do and what is the quality
of the work they produce? The tuning protocol asks a
teacher to present actual work before a group of thought-
ful "critical friends" in a structured reflective discourse
aimed at "tuning" the work to higher standards.

In his essay "Three Pictures of an Exhibition," the
Coalition's Joseph McDonald describes the "warm" and
"cool" responses participants are asked to proffer. Warm,
supportive responses identify what is positive in the
work, showing "those investments of belief in the per-
former that arise from a caring history." More objective.
"cool" responses address the substance of the work, objec-
tively evaluating'what is presented (not who presents it);
does the test measure what is really valued?

Though it is often used to critique the design and
context for exhibitions, the tuning protocol is designed as
a way to present student work, in the form of several
contrasting samples of written work or a videotaped
presentation. Participants then address questions about
the extent and quality of the work, and the standards to
which it is held. "It may help to think about qualities of
work, rather than make an overall judgment of quality."
CES's David Allen says. "For example, the Prospect
Center's 'descriptive review' process asks participants to
describe what is there, as well as point out what's missing
or weaka variation of 'warm' and 'cool. [See "The
Descriptive Review of a Child," by R. D. Kanevsky, in
Authentic Assessment in Practice (New York: Columbia
University, NCREST, 1993.1

In the outline below, the time allotments indicated are
the suggested minimum for each task.

I. Introduction (10 minutes)

Facilitator briefly introduces protocol goals, norms and
agenda.
Participants briefly introduce themselves.

II. Teacher Presentation (20 minutes)

Context for student work (describing the exhibition's
vision, coaching, scoring rubric, etc.)
Samples of student work (such as photocopied pieces
of written work and video clips).

III. Clarifying Questions (5 minutes maximum)

Facilitator will judge if questions more properly belong
in warm or cool feedback than as clarifiers.

IV. Pause to reflect on warm and cool feedback
(2-3 minutes maximum)

Participants may choose to write down feedback items
they'd like to share (generally no more than one
example of each).

V. Warm and Cool Feedback (15 minutes)

Participants share feedback on work and its context
among themselves while teacher-presenter is silent.

Facilitator may try to give some focus by reminding
participants of an area of emphasis supplied by
teacher-presenter.

VI. Reflection / Response (15 minutes)

Teacher-presenter reflects on and responds to those
comments/questions he or she chooses to.
Participants are silent.
Facilitator may intervene to clarify or give response
focus.

VII. Debrief (10 minutes)

Begin with teacher-presenter. ("How did the protocol
experience compare with what you expected?")
Talk about any frustrations, misunderstandings, etc.
(as well as positive reactions) participants may have
experienced.
More general discussion of the tuning protocol may
develop.

GUIDELINES AND NORMS

Guidelines for Facilitators

1. Be assertive about keeping time. A protocol that doesn't
allow for all the components will do a disservice to the
presenter, the work preseLted, and the participants'
understanding of the process. Don't let one participant
monopolize!
2. Be protective of teacher-presenters. By making their
work more public, teachers are exposing themselves to
kinds of critiques they may not be used to. Inappropriate
comments or questions should be recast or withdrawn.
Try to determine just how "tough" your presenter wants
the feedback to be.
3. Be provocative of substantive discourse. Many
presenters may be used to blanket praise. Without
thoughtful but probing "cool" questions and comments,
they won't benefit from the tuning protocol experience.
Presenters often say they'd have liked more cool feedback

Norms for Participants

I. Be respectful of teacher-presenters. By making their
work more public, teachers are exposing themselves to
kinds of critiques they may not be used to. Inappropriate
comments or questions should be recast or withdrawn.
2. Contribute to substantive discourse. Without thoughtful
but probing "cool" questions and comments, they won't
benefit from the tuning protocol experience.
3. Be appreciative of the facilitator's role, particularly in
regard to following the norms and keeping time. A tuning
protocol that doesn't allow for all components (presenta-
tion, feedback, response, debrief) to be enacted properly
will do a disservice both to the teacher-presenters and to
the participants.

"The Tuning Protocol: A Process for Reflection." by David
Allen, is forthcoming from the Publications office of the
Coalition of Essential Schools (tel.: 401-863-3384).
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their students and their families.
They must build trust and commu-
nity, reshape the schedule to accom-
modate new aims, involve every
voice in governance. So many com-
peting demands press on schools in
the midst of change that, even in the
most "successful," the rigor question
often hides its ugly head.

Those "gold coast" schools
where standardized test scores and
college acceptance rates are already
high often see no need to question
how meaningful are the convention-
al measures most accept as success.
The result is what English teacher
Margaret Metzger terms "playing
school""a script we all know,"
writes this longtime Essential School
friend, who teaches at Brookline
(MA) High School. "Teachers play
school for discipline, routine, and
efficiency. Students play school to
get good grades, stay out of trouble,
and avoid exerting themselves."

At the less privileged end of the
spectrum, schools facing desperate
odds take pride in success of a dif-
ferent nature. To cut dropout rates
and disciplinary incidents, to
increase attendance and college
admissions, to raise aspirations and
get students thinking and caring
about intellectual work signifies so
much real progress that few will
puncture the bubble by pointing out
low quality in reading, writing, and
mathematical reasoning skills.

Yet as the Coalition enters its
second decade, it has trained its
sights squarely on this charged and
problematic issue. Through several
key initiatives, school people at
every level are orienting all their
efforts toward ratcheting up the
quality of the work they ask students
to do, the range of students whom
they ask to do it, and the measures
by which they decide what makes it
good enough.

Enabling the Discourse
The crucial first step to this end is
for teachers to lay out student work
openly for reviewby other teach-
ers (both within the school and from

other schools), by parents, and by
outside experts from the community
and the university. This act so
threatens the traditional autonomy
of the teacher that its success must
depend on finding respectful ways
to carry it out. To this end,
researchers Joseph McDonald,
David Allen, and others involved in
the Coalition's Exhibitions Project
have developed what they call a
"tuning protocol"a highly struc-
tured, facilitated discussion in which
teachers share student work and
receive "warm" and "cool" feedback
from teachers and other "critical
friends." (See sidebar, page 2.) The
kind of student work that does not
lend itself well to standard tests
exhibitions. Socratic seminars, port-
folios, and the likewill especially
benefit from such close critical atten-
tion, they believe.

Since its introduction in 1992,
the tuning protocol has seen wide
use in Coalition-sponsored profes-
sional development programs as
well as in statewide and local school
reform networks in Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, New York state, and
Chicago. California requires it as a
quality review mechanism for all
schools receiving grants under the
state's 1274 restructuring legislation.
And the practice is spreading elec-
tronically; Oceana High School in
Pacifica, California recently conduct-
ed a tuning protocol via interactive
television, through the Annenberg
Institute's new workshop e.g. (for
Educators' Guild), with teachers
receiving feedback from colleagues
and university professors as far
afield as New York's Albert Einstein
School of Medicine.

Other efforts share one of the
tuning protocol's most important
functions: to get faculty to agree on
what they regard as exemplary
work, and why. At Rancho San
Joaquin Middle School in Irvine,
California the staff meets regularly
to apply an "analytical thinking
rubric" to pieces of student work.
"This represents a pretty dramatic
shift," says Roger King, Rancho's

professional development coach.
"Every teacher now has a stake in
shaping the culture and curriculum
of the whole school." Whether they
teach highly academic subjects, tech-
nology, or physical education, many
members of Rancho's staff observe
that they have begun to share com-
mon standards for analytical work.

Similar strategies have worked
well for other schools. "Try getting
everybody on the faculty to score
the same piece of student work,"
suggests Grant Wiggins, whose
Princeton, New Jersey group CLAss
consults widely on assessment
issues. "If the range of scores they
come up with includes every possi-
ble score, that's not acceptable; you
need to do something about it." A
school culture should tolerate only
modest differences in such judg-
ments across the board, he argues,
taking explicit steps to clarify their
standards and expectations.
"Faculty should regularly publish
student work, for exampleat the
very least display the best, worst,
and middle range of it on the walls,"
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he says. "How else will people
know what your standards are?"

O'Farrell Community School, a
San Diego neighborhood middle
school, asks all its sixth- through
eighth-grade students to perform
the same tasks for assessment at the
end of every quarter. Teachers
schoolwide then trade the work for
scoringnot only to judge what
thinking and literacy skills need fur-
ther classroom attention, but also to
gain a sense of student progress
over the years at O'Farrell.

In New York City, both Central
Park East Secondary School (CPESS)
and University Heights High School
have invited outside educators,
university people, and state educa-
tion officers to participate in regular
audits of their performance stan-
dards. The dav-long meetings,
which involve close looks at student
portfolios and videotaped presenta-
tions, evoke strong feelings in
teachers who must see student work
regarded through the eyes of people
who cannot know the progress it
represents. But "we are looking here
at our standards, not specifically at
the student," writes CPESS co-
director Paul Schwartz in an essay in
Education Week (November 23, 1994).
"It is the school's task to judge the
individual, but it is also our respon-
sibility to look outside for help in
setting standards."

An even more formal initiative
comes from New York state's School
Quality Review Board, which sends
a team into a school for a week-long
external review modeled after Great
Britain's school inspection approach.
Brought from England to launch the
system here, David Green is now
developing similar plans with the
Southern Maine Partnership and in
several other states.

In New Jersey, Grant Wiggins
asks the schools he works with to
"validate" their standards by having
representatives of business, indus-
try, and higher education review the
"authenticity" of the assessment
tasks and the quality of student per-
formances. A newspaper journalist,

for instance, might review a writing
assignment and talk over with
teachers the standards students
would have to meet to produce a
publishable article; or a scientist
might review a chemistry experi-
ment to see if it reflected laboratory
standards in industry. Many techni-
cal high schools already require
something like this, Wiggins points
out, through industry review boards
or consulting committees; in a more
academic situation, it serves the
same purpose of setting a concrete
"real world" context by which to
assess student progress.

Some areas have set up alliances
between a number of schools for the
purpose of comparing their stan-
dards for student work. The Pace-
setter Consortium, for instance,
includes a number of New York and
Niew Jersey schools whose faculties
agree to mutual critical feedback.
The Westchester (NY) Collaborative
meets regularly for the same pur-
pose. And the New York Assessment
Collection, an emerging computer
data base created with a grant from
IBM to the Coalition, aims to make
digitized examples of student work
widely available via computer.

Rigor for All Students
When teachers look at exemplary
student work and compare their
standards, it can inspire more effec-
tive classroom strategies for raising
the quality of work. Bringing those
same examples into the classroom
can have a comparable effect on
students themselves. A commitment
to rigor seems to include two key
characteristics: teaching all students
to recognize and strive for the
elements of high quality work; and
not tolerating shoddy work from
students at any academic level. In
both, the complication comes from
their inclusiveness: All students will
strive for quality, at all academic
levels. Ted Sizer calls this "universal
goals," his third Common Principle.
When they wholeheartedly practice
it, Essential schools enter upon a

virtual revolution in secondary
education.

Opening its doors in 1990 in a
booming suburb of Atlanta, Salem
High School decided to give all
students, regardless of prior
achievement levels, thesame
demanding education. Students
learn in heterogeneous groups,
whatever the subject; the school
offers Advanced Placement courses,
but any student who wishes may
take them. Salem uses a practice
they term the 1-curve" to encourage
students to stick with a subject until
they attain real competence.

"The state may say that 70 per-
cent is a passing grade," says tenth-
grade team member Frances
Freedman. "But if you get a 70 in
Algebra 1A, you'll be struggling in
Algebra 1B. And if you can only
write a complete sentence 70 percent
of the time, vou write like a mess!
Why would you want to go on to
eleventh-grade writing?"

Instead, Salem advocates revi-
sion and retesting along strict guide-
lines until a student reaches suffi-
cient mastery to move on. "It's not
about giving a kid another day to
get the homework in," Freedman
argues. 'They learn to identify and
understand their problem areas,
then work on them until they qualify
for a re-test."

Salem's staff gives plenty of
time and energy to making that sys-
tern work. Using Bloom's taxonomy
of thinking skills aS its guide, the
faculty takes much of its meeting
time to discuss how to prompt stu-
dents to move beyond mere recall
toward analysis, synthesis, and
other higher-order thinking skills.
They design assessments to let stu-
dents know explicitly which of these
skills they are displaying. They take
time both in and out of class to
coach students who need extra help.
And despite initial anxiety, after
four years Salem's students, parents,
and teachers praise the way this
approach has evoked higher quality
work from all kinds of students.

"Let's be honest," says English
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teacher Jerry Smith. "Sometimes
Advanced Placement students'
attitudes actually can be a block to
rigorous work. They're capable of
higher-level work, but they're so
used to jumping through hoops to
please the teacher that they're not
comfortable opening new roads.
They can turn out a beautiful essay
on a teacher-generated topic, but
they're using mid-level thinking
skills at best."

It's often the students who
haven't been so teacher-oriented,
Smith says, who can turn their own
experiences into original work.
"Once you find an entry point to
teach all students the basic concept
of rhythm in poetry, for instance,
these kids %yin often be able to /TO/
that knowledge," Ile notes. "They'll
be the ones who write their own
piece in the style of Walt Whitman
or Emily Dickinson, and then
explain to N,ou what its rhythms are
and why. They'll be working at a
higher thinking level."

Building the study and evalua-
tion of "best work" into instruction-
al time helps students learn to recog-
nize and internalize high standards,
many teachers observe. When a
class participates in creating the
rubric by which work will be evalu-
ated, for instance, its members have
a much higher stake in meeting and
applying its criteria.

"They need to be able to
describe as explicitly as possible
what a discussion looks like when
it's being done well," says Eric
Sundberg, who teaches social studies
at New York's North Shore High
School. "The first text I use for a
Socratic seminar, for example, is the
seminar rubric itself, with its indica-
tors for conduct, listening, reading,
and speaking and reasoning. I ask
students, 'What would something
like this be used for?' You can only
get so far into any of these indicators
like 'express yourself logically and
clearly'without asking what it
looks like when someone is being
logical and clear, or shows inappro-
priate conduct, or speaks too long or

Indicators of Classroom Thoughtfulness
In his 1991 article "Promoting Higher Order Thinking in Social Studies" (Theory
and Research in Social Education 19:4), University of Wisconsin education professor
Fred M. Newmann describes six key characteristics that can be observed in a
thoughtful classroom, condensed with his permission here:

1. There was sustained examination of a few topics rather than superficial cover-
age of many. Mastery of higher order challenge requires in-depth study and
sustained concentration on a limited number of topics or questions. Lessons that
cover a large number of topics give students only a vague familiarity or aware-
ness and, thereby, reduce the possibilities for building the complex knowledge,
skills, and dispositions required to understand a topic.

2. The lesson displayed substantive coherence and continuity. Intelligent
progress on higher order challenges demands systematic inquiry building on
relevant and accurate substantive knowledge in the field and working toward
the logical development and integration of ideas. In contrast, lessons that teach
material as unrelated fragments of knowledge, without pulling them together.
undermine such inquiry.

3. Students were given an appropriate amount of time to think, that is, to prepare
responses to questions. Thinking takes time, but often recitation, discussion, and
written assignments pressure students to make responses before they have had
enough time to reflect. Promoting thoughtfulness, therefore, requires periods of
silence during which students can ponder the validity of alternative responses,
develop more elaborate reasoning, and experience patient reflection.

4. The teacher asked challenging questions and/or structured challenging tasks
(given the ability level and preparation of the students). Higher order thinking
occurs only when students are faced with questions or tasks that demand analy-
sis, interpretation, or manipulation of informationnon-routine mental work.
Students must be faced with the challenge of how to use prior knowledge to gain
new knowledge, rather than the task of merely retrieving prior knowledge.

5. The teacher was a model of thoughtfulness. To help students succeed with
higher order challenges, teachers themselves must model thoughtful dispositions
as they teach. Key indicators include showing interest in students' ideas and in
alternative approaches to problems; showing how he or she thought through a
problem (rather than only the final answer); and acknowledging the difficulty of
gaining a definitive understanding of problematic topics.

6. Students offered explanations and reasons for their conclusions. The answers

or solutions to higher order challenges are rarely self-evident. Their validity often
rests on the quality of explanation or reasons given to support them. Therefore,
beyond offering answers, students must also be helped to produceexplanations
and reasons to support their conclusions.

too loud." Once having arrived at a
shared understanding of quality in
these areas, the class then revisits it
before every subsequent seminar.
and spends ten or fifteen minutes
afterward evaluating how their
discussion measured up. "If students
do this every two weeks or so in a
given class, the emphasis on quality
starts to spill over into other
discussion-based classes." Sundberg
says. "But you have to reinforce it

regularly or it will be lost."

At Central Park East Secondary
School, students begin the two-year
Senior Institute by reviewing the
work of previous graduates in the
fourteen portfolios required for
graduation herethus gaining
practice in not only meeting the
school's standards but raising them.
"They talk about standards," Nvrites
Paul Schwarz. "Did this project
really deserve a distinguished
grade? How could it be improved?"

An emphasis on rigor takes as
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many forms as there are good teach-
ers. "So much has to do with the
expression in a child's eye, showing
he's willing to walk farther down
the path," says Jerry Smith. "When a
teacher sees that and pushes for
more, that's rigor." However and
wherever it appears, that habit of
high expectations can become an
explicit schoolwide value.

"A good school makes very
clear that quality always matters
more than quantity," Grant Wiggins
asserts. "That means plenty of
opportunity to revise. It means the
work that goes into the final portfo-
lio is revisited and judged to higher
standards. No matter how able you
are or what course You're in, every-
one can produce some quality."
What makes schools mediocre,
Wiggins contends, is not the best
work of the best students. "It's the
non-good work of the best students,
and the work that's tolerated by all
the other students."

Honors by Achievement
Easy enough, some object, to say
that a school expects high-level
work from every student; it is a
more difficult task to attain it. How
can one maintain a commitment to
high standards regardless of prior
achievement levels and still chal-
lenge the student who could go
much further than most?

That's hard to answer without
first deciding just how high those
standards ought to be. Teachers at
Parkway South High School near St.
Louis, Missouri agreed, after months
of work, on six areas in which they
would share responsibility for
coaching all students: comrnunica-
tions; personal and social develop-
ment; artistic creation and interpre-
tation; critical thinking and problem
solving; the interrelationship of sci-
ence, society, and technology; and
national and international aware-
ness. Starting with communications,
they began methodically to develop
diagnostic tasks that would reveal
where students stood in each area at
the beginning of their high school

years, and to work into their regular
instruction attention to these overar-
ching skills.

If a student shows early deficien-
cies in writing, for instance, now all
Parkway South teachers share an
interest in intervening to supply
extra coaching in that area. "Instead
of summer school being a ware-
house where kids could make up
lost credits," says Patrick Conley,
the Essential school coordinator, "it
becomes a serious effort to improve
skills the student has to show before
graduation." Kids who used to
squeak by with D's, he says, now
keep at it until they can show com-
petence.

Where a student reveals special
aptitude in a particular area, teach-
ers start early encouraging her to
plan a demonstration of "mastery"
an individual performance task at
a level beyond the ordinary high
school curriculum, overseen by fac-
ulty mentors and the school's
enrichment facilitator, Anne White.
"The emphasis is on gifted behavior,
not just talent," says White. "The
mastery guidelines set professional
standards to stretch forwhich
gives kids the idea that they can
tackle things they might not other-
wise try. It's a matter of bringing
together above-average intelligence,
creativity, and task commitment."
(See sidebar, page 7.)

Like Parkway South, North
Shore High School has refused to
rest on its reputation for high
achievement. "You always have to
be asking how to move every stu-
dent along to the next level of chal-
lenge," principal Elaine Boyrer
observes. "We look for any opportu-
nity for students to do independent
work." North Shore offers both an
independent science research elec-
tive and a mathematics research
seminar, for instance, in which stu-
dents from every grade level pursue
serious independent projects.

"The honors kids used to write
these meaningless book reports on
vast topics like probability," says
math teacher Rob Gerver, who leads

the math research seminar. "Now
we ask them to read a three- to six-
page article from a math journal,
then extend it and build it up on
their own. They're doing math, not
being spoon-fed it." Enrollment has
risen steadily, with some students
coming back year after year to
investigate new topics or continue
research from a previous year.
'Their papers are a hundred times
better," Gerver says.

Not content with conventional
standardized tests that show North
Shore students among New York
state's top achievers, Elaine Boyrer
also tracks how they perform
against other, more finely tuned
measures. "We use the Educational
Record Bureau testing service to
compare our students' writing
performance to that of other high-
performing suburban and indepen-
dent schools," she says. "Since the
tests are externally evaluated, they
give us a Nvay to compare and vali-
date our own grading standards."

An Honest Report Card?
Many thoughtful educators, in fact,
worry about the reliability and
validity of their grades, which most
systems quantify in ways that seem
so ambiguous as to be meaningless.
Vhat do grades and scores actually
signify about the quality of student
work? In a heterogeneously
grouped classroom, for example,
does every A signify the same level
of work? Do high test scores mean
students are thinking more critically
and generating more thoughtful
ideas, or just that they're dutiful or
clever regurgitators?

We'll never know, insists Grant
Wiggins, until we start reporting
grades as if they were baseball
statisticsby scoring different facets
of performance separately. "Instead,
many teachers vary how they calcu-
late their grades from one student to
another," he says. "One A might
reflect a student's actual problem-
solving ability and another might
mean the student tried hard and
made good progress."
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The trouble rests in the single
letter grade, Wiggins asserts; it leads

410
teachers to average things that
shouldn't be averaged, and it con-
fuses their expectations for particu-
lar students with their standing rela-
tive to uniform standards in the
field. "We need more, not fewer
grades," he argues in his article
"Toward Better Report Cards"
(Educational Leadership, October
1994), "and more different kinds of
grades and comments if the parent
is to be informed."

The sports fan knows how to
interpret the compact statistics on a
baseball card, Wiggins says, to tell
how well a player is doing in vari-
ous independent (and unweighted)
areas like runs, hits, and strikeouts.
Just so, the parent and student need
a concise profile of the student's

performance in many subcategories
in different genres of writing, for
instance. And they need to see
achievements and progress reported
in different categories.

"Until you disaggregate all
aspects of performance you can't
demand rigor," he says. "The current
grading system forces teachers into
fudging and cheating people of the
information they need. You've got
to be able to let a student know that
even though his work is vastly
improved, it's still not rigorous."

Letter grades should be used,
Wiggins suggests, to symbolize "the
norrned judgments a teacher makes
about the degree to which a student
has met expectations." Separate
performance scores, by contrast
similar to the scores a gymnast or
diver receives in competition

should symbolize "the student's
level of achievement on a continuum
ranging from novice to expert."
Finally, teachers should provide
parents with the rubrics and devel-
opmental descriptors used in assess-
ing student performanCe, with a
booklet of sample work and anchor
papers, and with a narrative describ-
ing the student's successes and
struggles.

Hard-pressed for time, teachers
may prefer Salem High School's
practice for grading students in
heterogeneous classes. All students
work on the same math problems
and take the same tests in Algebra 1,
for instance. But if a student ends up
with a 68 average, the report card
shows not a D in Algebra but a B in
"math," Georgia's designated
noncollege prep math category.

Work in Progress: A School's 'Mastery Guidelines'
In suburban St. Louis, Missouri, Parkway South High
School's Enrichment Coordinator, Anne White, offers
these "plus, minus, and interesting" observations from
the early stages of the school's Schoolwide Enrichment
Model (SEM), in which students may outline their own
high-level performance to qtialify for a "mastery" desig-

nation on their transcripts.

PLUS

Students want to be in charge of their own learning.
Students who initiate projects usually do so because
they "just want to," not because finishing mastery
offers rewards.
Students are willing to take risks.
Students want to preient to an audience.
Having the *grain puts the facilitator in touch with
students who mayneed curriculum differentiation.
Individual Projects shift the resPonsibility for learning
to the students, where it belongs.
Students sense the need for quality products.

MINUS

The process for mastery is at first confusing to
students.
Students embrace the idea with enthusiasm but burn
out before completing the specifics.
Students become frustrated when there is not enough
time.
The facilitator needs contact with the students on a
regular basis.
Students lack skills related to organization, awareness
of resources, and quality products.

Students are not always successful in finding staff
mentors.
Supervising 100 or more students requires adminis
trative and clerical work (due partly to state guide
lines for gifted-talented programs).

INTERESTING

Schoolwide Enrichment Model is attracting all types
of students, though some identified students are not
interested.
An exhibition date may provide a target for
completion.
In some ways, the way the school functions on adaily
basis is incompatible with SEM (as when the theater
is too heavily booked for additional student use).
Students appear to be Most attracted to mastery
projects in Artistic Interpretation and Creation.
Some students prefer creative expression as a
diversion from demanding academic classes.
Some staff members are willing to compact
curriculum for SEM students.
Mastery is most appropriate for juniors and seniors,
though freshmen can set targets.
Freshmen and sophomores (and some seniors) focus

more on enrichment projects that may not be related
to mastery.
Each performance area basically consists of research

and presentation.
Projects should be structured so students can
synthesize learning in and out of class.
Mastery makes the most sense when it is explained

one on one.
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"We're teaching them the same
things in the same class, so it's not
tracking," principal Bob Cresswell
asserts of the 16-point adjustment.
"They could move up into the next
league at any point."

Making Quality Endure
The acid test of what any student
has learned in school is not grades in
any case, contends Art Powell, the
co-author of The Shopping Mall High
School, who is writing a book about
long-term objectives for student
learning. "We should concern our-
selves with what happens five or ten
years down the roadwhat people
remember when they forget what
they learned in school." Powell
believes that school can ignite a stu-
dent's interest in something, then
give her enough coaching and prac-
tice in it to generate habits of mind
that last a lifetime. "You want the
student to wind up with some set of
serious interests and passions about
various matters," he argues.

Teachers play a vital role, he
says, in nurturing and modeling this
outcome. "Good teachers have inter-
ests and passions of their own. They

are willing to take standsto make
judgments about quality. They create
an image of the educated person
that clarifies for students what they
might get from going beyond con-
ventional dutiful work."

Providing a framework in
which teachers might do that has
motivated the research of education
professor Fred M. Newmann and
his colleagues at the University of
Wisconsin for the past many years.
In a series of articles published in
Theory and Research in Social
Education, the)i identified some
observable elements of a thoughtful
classroom. (See sidebar, page 5.)
Taking these ideas further in a forth-
coming work, they suggest a frame-
work in which teachers can make
assessment tasks, instruction, and
student performance both more
rigorous and more "authentic"
valuable to both student and
community beyond the school years.
These "authenticity standards,"
Newmann hopes, will help local
teachers and schools define high
intellectual quality themselves,
without having a host of fragmented
standards imposed on them from

"experts" at the state and national
level.

With such responsibilities on
their shoulders, little wonder that
many teachers want time and
support, not hard-nosed criticism, as
they lead students down more
thoughtful paths who once would
have slipped through the system
unnoticed. But the growing empha-
sis of Essential School people on
looking at student work can be
conducted, all these examples show,
in a spirit of celebration and growth.

Addressing the question of
rigor, in the end, demands both
pride and humility from teachers.
They must care so much about the
integrity of good work that they will
not stop until they elicit the very
best they believe their students can
do. And then they must invite others
to look critically at it, toowith the
cool eyes of the outsider as well as
the warmth of the friend. To develop
supports that foster such honest
discourseamong students,
teachers, and the communityis the
lasting task of Essential School
reform. C3
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F. Technology as a Core Value

Primary Question Addressed by Strategy:
Am I positioning technology as a core value for my district?

Sources Context and Su II ort Materials for Strate
Technology as a Core Value Article

As educational technology becomes more imposing as a vital issue demanding
attention, school leaders face the challenge of understanding and positioning
technology within a valid and meaningful context in the educational community.
In the attached article by Ken Kwajewski, he contends that "The plain truth is that
technology still confuses the educational establishment." Entitled Technology as a
Core Value, the author challenges our thinking about addressing technology in a
manner that ensures a thoughtful and effective integration into the teaching and
learning process.

Kwajewski encourages educators to embrace technology as a core value and he
describes the attributes characteristic of that notation. Equally important, he believes
that pursuing technology as a core value contributes to useful definitions of core
outcomes for technology. Those outcomes can offer meaning and structure for
curriculum organization and development in the educational technology arena.
Clearly, Kwajewski's insights offer a productive strategy for considering and
addressing technology in a powerful manner that can dramatically impact the
teaching and learning process.



Technology as a Core Value
What makes some schools succeed at Integrating technology? Can your

school successfully implement technology? This article provides a recipe

for successful Integration of technology into your school system.

By Ken Kwajcwski

Are school systems across the country genuinely on the right
path concerning the integration of technology inro the curricu-
lum? As I attend regional workshops and conferences, I
consistently hear the same issues raised. How are you integrat-
ing technology? What software programs are You using in
mathematics? Are you reaching keyboarding at the elementary
level? Do you teach programming languages at your high schools:
Do you have computer labs, or are your computers in the class-
room? Are you spending funds on networking?

Educators are excited about technology and the possibilities
it offers for enhanced classroom instruction. But. these same
teachers and administrators still have trouble getting the sup-
porr they need to integrate technology into their schools.

Why, if most educators believe that technology can improve
the educational process. is it so difficult to implement and inte-
grate? Why do so many educators have difficulty deciding how
to use technology in the.classroom? How can American schools
spend so much money on technology yet be so unclear about
how to use it? Why are there still so many unanswered ques-
tions concerning the use of technology in the classroom?

The plain truth is char technology still confuses the educational

establishment. It is nor an art or a science. It is not a curriculum or
a subject. It is not a vocation or a college requirement. It is not an
activity, a goal. or an objective. It is nor a course or a program. If it

were any of these items, ir might have a fighting chance in the dif-

ficult arena of change. Bur it isn't: therefore. its success is in jeopardy.

What is technology then? Technology is a tool that has many
things in common with the previously listed educational com-
ponents. Bur because it is none of these things, it needs its own
place in the educational system.

Many school systems could radically improve their chances
of integrating technology successfully if they considered tech-
nology a core value. As a warrior on the front line of change. I
offer the following thoughts on how schools can truly use tech-
nology to improve their educational processes.

What Is a Core Value?
Jon Saphier and John D'Auria (1993) define a core value as a

"central belief deeply understood and shared by every member

goLearning and Leading With Technology February 1997

of an organization. Core values guide the actions of everyone in
the organization: they focus its energy and are the anchor point
for all its plans" (p. 3). According Saphier and D'Auria. a core
value should permeate all of the organization's undertakings and
plans. drive decision making, and be the very last thing the or-
ganization would give up. In addition, a violation of the core
value should elicit a strong reaction.

Many, if nor ail. school systems in the United States value
technology, but very few see technology as a core value. School
systems musr see technology as a core value if it is to successfully

improve the educational process. Change is very difficult in most
school systems. and the only way for technology to make a posi-
tive impact on education is to marshal the efforts of everyone.

All schools have spokespersons and constituents that value
certain aspects and programs within the school.There are cheer-
leaders for the arrs, the music program, the theater club,
community service, the college-preparatory programs, and, of
course, athletics. Pick any successful program in the school sys-
tem of your choice and I would contend that it is very close to a
core value for that system. A program that is successful is val-
ued. The following characteristics would probably be evident: a
clear vision, administrative backing, a dedicated staff an adequate
budget. an organized curriculum, and a sound evaluation sys-
tem. A program that is valued is usually successful!

Many staff members rake pride in their athletic programs. Why
are athletics at most schools successful? It might be because schools

have athletic directors, coaches, assistant coaches, trainers, adequate

budgets. decent supplies, good equipment. a town feeder program
that maintains quality players, great playing fields, and a consis-
tent platform of expectations with a clear evaluation system. With
all of these ingredients. the program has to succeed.

Bur how is technology coordinated in a school system? One
participant is usually a harried and overworked media specialist
or a technology enthusiast who attempts to do all things for all
scaff members. He or she is usually the person in constant mo-
tion whose message is sometimes lost because of the packaging.
Other characteristics of typical technology coordination include
a multitude of staff members supplying a multitude of different
visions, lukewarm administrative support. a blended department
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of professionals and assistants. a budget that varies with rhe po-

'. il wind, isolated technology fires chat are soon exringuished.

no truly effective evaluation system that can measure the

success of technology integration. This is nor a recipe for suc-
cess, and it appears that this scenario is common to many school

systems across the nation.

Why Do You Need a Core Value?
An additional aspect of a core value is that it helps define

core outcomes. Core outcomes are "big picture outcomes that
are not learned in a single lesson, unit, or perhaps even in a whole
course. They are learnings or changes that accrue to our stu-
dents as a result of having been with us for three or four or six
years" (Saphier & D'Auria, 1993, p. 7).

One example of a core outcome for rechnolozy miahr be :he
following: Students should graduate from high school knowing i7ow to

use technology to improve personal performance. Ir sounds simple and

easy enough ro do, but ir must be combined with a commitment
ro success from the staff in the enrire school system.

Using this core outcome, a school system couid then genet-
are several grade-level benchmarks to ensure the success of the

outcome. These could include the following:

Students leaving Grade 5 should be proficient in keyboard-
ing and word processing.
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Srudents leaving Grade 8 should be proficient with an ince-

zrated sofrware package.
Students leaving Grade 12 should be able to locate appropri-

ate sources of information globally.
Students leaving Grade 12 should demonstrate their mas-
tery of hardware and software applications.

All sraff members in a school system musr work together ro

ensure success, not just the ones excited about the potential of
technology. All elementary teachers would need ro work togerher

:o cerrify that students leaving Grade 5 were proficient keyboard-

ers and word processors. All middle school teachers would need

ro exrend those same skills to an integrated sofrware program
that would enhance keyboarding and word processing skills.
Finally, high school teachers must actively support technology
by offering sound technology courses and by helping students
use media centers and online databases around the world. High
school teachers would need to reinforce all of the skills learned

ar rhe lower levels.
To elaborate more on this example. let's review the keyboard-

ing portion of this core outcome. To make sure that all students

are proficient keyboarders. resources must be made available.

These include computers, typewriters, or paper keyboards. Staff
members must be trained on an appropriate sofrware package
(inservice courses would need to be developed and offered). Time

Integrating

technology into

an increasingly

complex and
diverse classroom

environment is no

simple task. As a technology leader in your
area, you work long and hard to reach .
teachers and support them in using
computer-based technology to improve

student learning.
And we should know. The International

Society for Technology in Education (ISTE)

has been serving individuals in the field for

more than 30 years. Our unwavering
dedication to enhancing education through
the use of technology enables us to bring
together the highest quality information and
resources to help thousands of tech
coordinators just like you.

Because we understand your special
needs. we're offering a valuable and unique
Tech Leader Membership
that provides you with the full range of
benefits offered to our standard members
and much more. It gives you an opportunity

to make a meaningful difference in the
classrooms of everyone in your district.
Tech Leader members can purchase 10 or
more subscriptions to one of the industry's
most widely acclaimed magazines. Learning
and Leading With Technology (L&L), for
the greatly reduced price of S25* each.

Members can also order bulk subscriptions
to L&L plus the ISTE Update newsletter for

only $30* (a 63% discount).
By providing your staff and teachers

with these innovative periodicals today, you'll

meet your own technology goals faster
making your job easier. Really!
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For Tech Leaaers

must be allorted during the school year to practice keyboarding.
An evaluation system must be developed to encourage success.
Results would need to be forwarded to middle and high school
teachers. Teachers at the upper grades would ensure continued
reinforcement of keyboarding skills. Everyone would know and
support the core outcome.

This is not the only possible core outcome school systems
might implement to ensure successful technology integration.
Another example is the following,: All students will graduate from
high school knowing how to locate and evaluate educational resources.

This core outcome would imply that rhe school system values
independent learning and independent research. Students mighr
be taught how to locate information in media centers and local
libraries or ro navigate the World Wide Web. Courses or units
might be established in media
evaluation, use of Internet search
resources, or online erhics. Bench-
marks could include the following:

Students leaving Grade 5 can use
all media resources.

Students leaving Grade 8 can
use the Internet to locate and
retrieve informarion.
Students leaving Grade 12
will complete an online re-
search paper by gathering
informarion from various In-
ternet resources.

Another school system might
take a more conservative approach and
use computer sofrware only to reinforce
basic skills. Every sysrem is unique, and each should develop its
own core outcomes. You can demand keyboarding skills, or you
can demand that every student maintain a classroom home page.
You can promote basic skills through the use of excellent soft-
ware, or you can allow for active exploration of information on
the Internet. You can promote multimedia projects or encour-
age use of programming languages. The problem with technology
integration is thar few systems have accurately determined their
core values or core outcomes for technology. Once those have
been established, ic is easier to develop benchmarks and evalu-
ate those benchmarks at appropriate grade levels.

ing these goals. Developing a few successful core values will help

define the role for technology in our school programs and en-
sure commitment from all constituents.

I conrend that if school systems would clearly define and
implement a few technology core values, they would have an
exemplary technology program. Educators could argue abour
which grade level each benchmark should be placed at or which
rype of standard should be reached. Educational leaders could
request more emphasis on word processing or process writing,
arrive learning, research skills, Internet access, application soft-
ware. computer programming, programmed learning, or
multimedia applications. School systems could decide to imple-
ment active or passive learning environments for rechnology. But.
no matter what technology goals a school system sets, it must
provide enough resources for the goals to be met. It really doesn't
matter what outcomes are selected, as long as the system values
it ro the core.

Core values can be established by each school district depend-
ing upon monetary resources, staff availability, or educational
philosophy. Bur by clarifying these values, all stakeholders will
have a greater investment in their success.

Many school systems are still struggling with how best to
integrate technology. It can't succeed in a system that only
allows a few technology enthusiasts ro carry rhe cross of
technology integration and bear the weight of outside dis-
believers. It can't succeed in a system in which technology

integration is importanr to
4 6 to one grade-level reacher

but nor others. It can't
succeed in a system that

Making Technology a Core Value
Starr smallclarify your core outcomes. Set benchmarks for

measurement at various grade levels. Provide the necessary re-
sources that would be given ro any successful curricular program.
Make the entire educational communiry responsible for meet-

MII PAmina nnri I oAriina With net

adds hardware resources
bur neglects staff training.

It can't succeed in a system rhat spends thousands of dollars on
software bur can't define any educational expectations for it. It
can't succeed in a system chat doesn't provide the correct admin-
istrative framework, an adequate budget, and an elevated starts
of importance. It can't succeed in a system that only makes a
partial commitment. It can't succeed unless it is a core value. The
old adage applies: If something is worth doing, it is worth doing
right. Technology integration can succeed in a school system that

5learly defines it as a core value.

Ken Kwajewski, West Middle School, Shawsheen Road, Andover,

MA 10810; kentheq@aol.com
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G. Practical Base for Web-based Teaching and
Learning
Primary Question Addressed by Strategy:

Am I structuring or facilitating new teaching and learning practices that
build capacity and provide meaningful learning using telecommunications
resources?

Sources, Context, and Support Materials for Strategy:
Making Web Meaning Article

As educators and students engage in accessing web-based resources, they face a new
frontier. At least initially, they may find this relatively new resource generally
disorganized and lacking the structure typically associated with instructional
materials. To heighten the value and probability of meaningful teaching and
learning, Bellingham WA leaders focused their energies on three strategies
involving the web: a) virtual museums, b) curriculum pages, and c) a research cycle.
In the attached article entitled Making WEB Meaning by Jamieson McKenzie, the
author describes the processes and experiences of engaging students in structured
learning experiences with web sites.

The article offers specific strategies for student-constructed virtual museums, for
finding good curriculum resources, and for involving students in new approaches
to research. Initiating the strategies suggested by the article provides educators and
students with opportunities to experience new roles and new practices associated
with Communications Age learning environments.
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Jamie McKenzie

Making WEB Meaning
Students can triumph over the
information overload of the Internet
by contributing to virtual museums
on their school's Web sites, using
annotated Web curriculum lists,
and conducting research in
cooperative teams.

The once popular -surfing metaphor is now
pretty much discredited as the Internet reveals
itself as the greatest yard sale of information in

human history. Poorly organized and dominated by
amateurs. hucksters, and marketing gurus. the net
offers INFO-GLUT, INFO-GARBAGE. and INFO-
TACTICS. Schools that plunge students into this INFO-
SEA with nothing but mythical or metaphorical surf-
boards are courting disillusionment, chaos, and what

""-

11,4,

I.

j.

In building a Web site or conducting research, books
are still important to Fairhaven Middle School
students and teachers.

beach folk call "Wipeout!" Good planning and staff
development can convert the chaos into treasure.

Before schools invest millions of dollars to provide
access to the World Wide Web (WWW), they would be
wise to stop and ask "Why?"

Bellingham. Washington. Public Schools spent nearly
half of its 56 million technology bond on infrastructure
to connect all 1.500 desktops across 18 schools to the
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Internet and each otherin a wide area network. After
a year and a half of robust access to the Web, we have
found three strategies to make the learning experience
most meaningful to the 10.000 students in our 18
schools (12 elementary. 4 middle. and 2 high schools):

Virtual museums
Curricuium pages
The research cycle

Virtual Museums
Because nur schools are all connected to the Internet.
it was a simple matter to create Web sites (home
pages) at each school. We began by asking -Why
bother?" in February of 1995.

A quick scan of several hundred school Web sites
revealed little of consequence. We found pictures of
principals and pictures of buildings. Here and there we
found examples of student work. There were lists of
Internet sites. but we found little substance, little
content. and little utility.

The several dozen staff membersmany of whom
were library media specialistswho joined in these
-virtual field trips" were quick to call for something
hetter. Entranced by the vivid graphics and superb
information provided by adult virtual museums such
as the Web Museum (http://sunsite.unc.edu/louvren
and the Franklin Institute (http://sln.fi.edufl. they
seized on virtual museums as a centerpiece for Web
site development.

Our virtual museums are student-constructed collec-
tions of digitized artifacts that illuminate some major
aspect of the curriculum. Ellis Island. for example. is

one elementary school's virtual museum devoted to
diversity, national origin, and immigration. Students
(half of whom are first-generation Americans) share the
stories of their families' voyages to America from Laos.
Cambodia. Vietnam. Greece. and Russia. Another
museum. the Fairhaven Turn of the Century Museum.
concentrates on local history. (See the next page for

Fairhaven's home page.) The students include scanned
photos and documents. as well as short video
segments. to welcome visitors. For a full listing of
Bellingham's museums. go to httpii,'www.bham.
wednet.eduibpsmuse.htmgBellinghami for a global
listing of school museums, go to http:ii www.pacificrim.
neti-mckenzie.

Students act as curators under the tutelage of

1
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teachers who help them learn the
special coding necessary for Web page
design (called HTML. or hypertext
markup language). as well as the skills
of gathering and interpreting artifacts
and information. Virtual museums are a
great way to engage students in
"making meaning- while publishing
globally. They challenge students to
learn in a fully constructivist manner.
building meaning into cyberspace.

Curriculum Pages
The second way we helped our
students find good content
was through building our
own lists ot curriculum-
related .sites--curriculum
pages. In our Web searches,
we found that many of the
lists available did not point

us to quality. The typical user
ad to visit dozens of sites

and pass through many
levels of menus before
finding solid content relevant
to the curriculum question
at hand.

For example. only about
10 percent of Fabods
( hap::: www.yahoo.com) lists
of curriculum-related sites
had rich content. Our
"curriculum page- team
saved dozens and potentially thousands
of other teachers the trouble of visiting
those "empty" sites by publishing our
annotated selections on our Web site.

To examine examples of such lists.
visit the Bellingham Public Schools at
http,,,, www.bham.wednet.edu.

Because Web lists rarely include
annotations and because many of the
people who name sites or build lists
seem to know little about categoriza-
tion or labels, it is difficult to identify
from simple lists the sites worth
isiting. The solution is to add annota-

iions that warn and inform the explorer
regarding the site's offerings. These
annotations can include comments
about whether the site has large
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graphics ( which take a long time to
access or download) and can provide
a sketch of the content.

To protect explorers from unneces-
sary and wasteful passages through
menu levels, our Web page designers
and their student helpers used HTML
coding to link the content at useful
sites to our page. We would often
bypass the introductory pages of these
sites and go directly to the heart of the
information.

Good curriculum resource lists also
offer a healthy alternative for districts
concerned about students coming into
contact with controversial materials.
Staff and students may visit sites on the
list (and stay on them) without risk.

104

Such guidance seems prefer-
able to censorship and site-
blocking software.

The Research Cycle
Our third strategy to enrich
students learning experiences
involved new approaches to
research. We learned quickly
that old approaches to
student research were inade-
quate to meet the essential
learning goals set by the
district and were ill-suited to
the information-rich environ-
ment we had created with
our 1.500-computer network.

With all those computers and all those
classrooms connected to great informa-
tion on CD-ROMs and the Internet. we
needed to reinvent our concept of
research, upgrading the questioning
and elevating the reasoning required
while encouraging students to work in
teams.

Our teachers now participate in a
staff development course titled
"Launching Student Investigations.
This course is based on the Research

Cycle, first published in Multimedia
Schools (McKenzie 1995). We teach
teams of students to move repeatedly
through each step of the research
cycle: questioning, planning, gathering,
sorting and sifting, synthesizing, evalu-
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ating, and reporting. After several repe-
titions, these steps lead to insight. (For
a detailed description of these phases.
see a six-part series of articles
published by Technology Connection
[McKenzie. April 1995 through
December 19951.)

Questioning. Most research done for
school projects is topical. Students must
"go find out about" Dolly Madison or
Connecticut. These assignments turn
students into simple -word movers.-

Virtual museums are a

great way to engage

students in "making
meaning" while

III:Wishing globally.

New technologies make word
movingcutting and pastingeven
more ridiculous. We now emphasize
research questions that require either
problem solving or decision making.
Ekamples: How might we restore the
salmon harvest? Which New England
city should our family move to?

Planning. The student teams now
carve up the questions into subsidiary
questions. They ask: Where might we
find the best information? What sources
are likely to provide the most insight
with the most efficiency? Which
resources are reliable? How will we
sort, sift, and store our findings? (For
example, should we use a database or
a word processing file?)

Gathering. If the planning has been
thoughtful and productive, the team
swiftly and efficiently finds good infor-
mation sites, gathering only relevant
and useful information. Otherwise,

s might wander for many hours.
oping up hundreds of files that will

later prove frustrating and valueless.
Students must structure findings as they
gather them. Putting this task off until
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later is dangerous when coping with
INFO-GLUT. In addition, teams need to
be aware that they should use the
Internet only when that source is likely
to provide the best information. In
many cases, books and CD-ROMs will
prove more efficient and useful.

Sorting and Sifting. The more
complex the research question. the
more important the sorting and sifting
that provides the data to support the
next stagesynthesizing. While the
teams must select and sort during the
7revious stagegatheringnow it
must systematically scan and organize
the data to sct aside what is most likely
to contribute to insight. (McKenzie
1993. 1994).

Synthesizing. In a process akin to
working jigsaw puzzles. students
arrange and rearrange the information
fragments until a pattern begins to
emerge. Synthesis is fueled by the
tension of a powerful research question.

Evaluating. At this point, the team
asks whether more research is needed
before proceeding to the reporting
stage. For complex and demanding
research questions. evaluation often
requires several repetitions of the cycle.
The time to report and share insights is
determined by the quality of the infor-
mation revealed during evaluation.

Reporting,. As multimedia presenta-
tion software becomes readily available
to our schools, our students are increas-
ingly making more persuasive presenta-
tions. The research team, charged with
making a decision or creating a solu-
tion, reports its findings and its recom-
mendations to an audience of decision
makers (simulated or real).

Two excellent additional print
sources to expand the reader's under-
standing of information problem
solving are Michael Eisenberg's Big Six
model (Eisenberg and Berkowitz 1990)
and Jacqueline and Marty Brooks 1993
ASCD book. In Search of Under-
standing: Me Case for Constructivist
Clas.srooms. An electronic source is the
WWw page devoted to constructivist

learning (http://www.ilt.columbia
.edu/k12/livetext/webcurr.html).

On the Horizon
At Bellingham, our students are devel-
oping more information literacy as the
information landscape shifts with
powerful new technologies. For the
same reason, the importance of library
media specialists has been growing
dramatically. particularly as research
becomes central to student-centered.
constructivist classrooms. The journey
will probably take a full five years of
staff development, team planning. and
invention--but it is a journey well
worth undertaking. The payoff for this
investment is the graduation of a
generation prepared to make their own
meanings in an often confusing, rapidly
changing world. II
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H. Support System for Technology-Related
Infrastructure

Primary Question Addressed by Strategy:
Am I structuring or facilitating leadership and support that ensures

appropriate implementation and integration of the district's technology
infrastructure?

Sources. Context, and Support Materials for Strategy:
From the Disk of JDP Article

The attached graphic and article proposes a structure for addressing the critical
technical assistance component of establishing and maintaining a successful
technology infrastructure. In From the Disk of IDP, a TIE Newsletter feature, author
Jim Parry encourages school leaders to assess the "people" capacity for
implementing and supporting technical infrastructure successfully. As technology-
related networks and systems become more complex and sophisticated, schools are
requiring more on-site expertise to operate the technology reliably and productively.
The author suggests a strategy for reviewing and clarifying technical support needs
so school leaders can better determine and identify appropriate technical support.

In particular, the author proposes specific attention to three interconnected areas of
support: a) technical expertise, b) applications expertise, and c) integration expertise.
By reviewing capacity and needs in these areas, it is feasible for school leaders to
structure support systems that maximize resources and enhance successful
operability.
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From the Disk of... by Dr. Jim Parry, Director of. TIE

Technology leadership is happening in
South Dakota. Clearly, Governor

Janklow values the potential of technology
for schools and communities. He's wrapped
his arms around the issues and he's focused
energies on buildine technical infrastructure
through the Wire the Schools (WTS)
program. He's tapped and challenged other
leaders to get on board.

Many school and community leaders
have embraced the WTS opportunity and the
momentum is buiPling. WTS is working to

schools "where they're at." For those
chools with a network plan in place. WTS

often provides -just in time" support. For
those schools without a plan. WTS is the
impetus and foundation for building a plan
for telecommunications access. Thus. the
Governor's efforts set the stage for a
host of technology leadership efforts.
Any interested, committed educational
stakeholder has an invitation to get on board.

I support and applaud the progress with
establishing adequate technical infrastructure
in schools. As the "wiring- happens. I see
leaders asking important questions about
what's next. Some leaders are scrambling to
identify network configurations to connect to
the "wire." Others are pursuing local
telecommunication providers to discuss high
speed connections, line charges, and
services. Still others are assessing the skills
and training needs of teachers regarding
these new telecommunications tools for the
classroom. The most eager leaders are
confronting aspects of all of these issues
concurrently. On the other end of the
continuum are those leaders who are
aralyzed by the realities of the imposing
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telecommunications explosion facing South Dakota schools. But even the
most reluctant leaders feel the pressure to get on board.

Whether eager, reluctant, or somewhere in between, school leaders
recognize the need for strong leadership that can guide their schools
successfully through the haze created by rapidly advancing technology. They
want to create a progressive climate that encourages access and integration of
telecommunications and other technology applications. They know the
technology won't, and shouldn't, go away if schools are genuinely committed
to preparing students for the Information Age. They anticipate tough questions
from their school board and community members about the plans and progress
with technology. As the pressure mounts, they come face to face with their
limited knowledge of current and emerging technologies. Many turn to their

one hopethe district technology coordinatorthe local computer guru who
has emerged from the ranks of classroom teachers to lead the technology

charge.
Toooften and unfairly. all eyes are fixed on the computer coordinator to

address and solve the district's technoloey issues. Perhaps in the early days of
computers. it was feasible and reasonable to focus on the expertise of the
computer coordinator for technology leadership and implementation. But that
paradi ern is stretched to the limit. As I interact with local technology leaders.

I discover committed educators who are expected to administer the technology
proeram. provide technical expertise, do the trouble shootine. know all the
applications, conduct the trainine, work with colleagues to integrate the
technology, and keep abreast of all emerging hardware and software, so the

district is positioned to make the rieht choices for the next acquisitions. In a

word. impossible.
As the number of computers in schools has erown. the diversity of

software has expanded. the sophistication of the technology has progressed.
and telecommunications has evolved, the world of technology has exploded
for schools. No one size fits all when considering. solutions. It is not simply a
matter of gettine the paper feeding properly on the pins of the dot matrix
printer. The dynamics of technology reeardless if the district is small or large
require a different model of technology leadership and support. The new
model demands the investment of more players. It draws stakeholders
students, teachers, administrators, school boards. and community members
into a process of learning more about the technology and becoming active

partners in the decision-makine and implementation surrounding technoloey.
For starters. I encouraee school leaders to approach the issue from two

directions. The first direction immerses school leaders in an active learning
process so they're buildine personal knowledee bases about current and
emerging technologies and related issues. The other direction engages leaders
in a process of assessing and clarifying the leadership and support needs of
their districts reearding sound technology support and integration. Thus, the
first direction is focused on enhancing leaders' capacities as vital contributors

to sound decision-making about technology, and the second direction helps
them clarify some of their most immediate needs.

The folks pursuine the first direction are not steeped in technical jareon
and infrastructure, but they relate to emerging technologies and seek to
understand the implications for schools and educational stakeholders. This
group includes school leaders who are serious about being informed decision-
makers. They recognize their need to pursue opportunities for building their
awareness about current and emerging technologies for schools.

(From the disk of...continued on page 14)
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Continuations

from the Disk of...continued from page 3)

zAn example:of,one-sucliopporttinity for school leaders
is 'the fast approachhig, innual TIE conference.

k-s-a-lailtiffoitARA.Isitkria-ta-e-iii;,th '97 ts
...4esignedto Ciffet Sehnol lendetil rich and efficient
.oppOrtunity tO-gainvirtat 10M-illation about technology.
Specific WiciEltshciirind'ieisinn;afejplanned just for '

-Members, and community
partners. Fot tiiiiiple:-.On'*APtil 13, Joe Hauge and I
will be conchicting a -Wo-ikshoP 'entitled Leadership foi
Soun'd TeehnOlogy IfifarinineThe session addresses
basic- inforination and fundainentn1 issues that school
leaders face,in confioniing technology decision-
making responsibly aiid effective . _

the Direct-oral TIE, I beileve it cs sO important
to engage nfore school lenderi in TlE '97 events that

.

TIE is offering a half7pfice registration for all school 7

: board ineMberi ana-COMMI-nitY te-acienaiieiriding the
conference. Cettainly, this-ikthe time for school
idininisitators to brinen---ten-Mii-filecision-niaker

ConfeteifiltOr -price sc ool board
members arid coMniiinity leaders litaiia the besCchanCe

thelear inh"--ianee'iiheit'iriOWteali of

the
. _

fitelf tecItliOlogy appheations foi schools. twant
,7:::schoo ,,district leaders to take the half:pike o

fOTthel
to"btilld their netWork..§ and collaboratively

addrei the-Ciiateises ofiectuaii. I Wislifoi thein
;S+194;

vieW TIE !.97 as-a benchmark i`vent intheit genuine
-=..efforts to build their personaf capacities as leaders and
.. decision-makers regarding technology. ,;::,7:ii-4,,Z,L:';4471;152"-

Now let's capture the second direction for leaders to pursue.
It is more systems-oriented and focuses on a valid assessment
and understanding of district technology leadership and
support needs. I sense the mounting uncertainty and concern
about this topic as I visit with school leaders and technology
coordinators. To facilitate discussion and help leaders clarify
the issues surrounding this topic, I've developed the
following graphic. The image focuses on the -people" piece
of technology efforts as compared to the technical
infrastructure component addressing the wire, equipment.
networks, etc. of the system. While the technical piece is
critical, it is the "people infrastructure" portion which
establishes organization and structure for engaging
stakeholders in a manner that maximizes the technical
infrastructure.

Clearly, the people empowerment requires commitment
and evidence of administrative leadership and support that
spans all aspects of the technology program. School leaders,
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including the "technical and integration support team,"
need to clarify their roles and organize their energies so
technology support and integration is doable and manageable.
To accomplish that objective, I'm proposing that schools
need to assess and support a "people infrastructure" that
addresses three related areas. Thus, the three lower circles
of the graphic overlap to reflect connections and interactions
between technical expertise, applications expertise, and

integration expertise.
People Empowerment Components

for Technology Infrastructure

Administrative Leadership & Support

Technical Expertise Applications Expertise

i_,iitikturaiion.
Netoori,
lainieniiiice

Sppiicati..n.
IiU

Froliiiie

Integration Expertise

''Pecirie Appiicatim"

muid
hslels

Many school districts still have one person, or perhaps a
few persons, who address all three areas of expertise. As

districts have gained more computers and the technology has
advanced, these people have a tiger by the tail. They're
stretched to the breaking point. Thus, school leaders need to

assess their support needs across these areas of expertise and
identify strategies for building their capacity in each area. As
they build capacity, they should clarify roles and identify a
structure that offers broad-based support across the areas so
technology support and integration needs don't fall through

the cracks.
At the technical expertise level, districts need a person

or resource (consultant contract or other) for designing,
acquiring, implementing, and maintaining a dependable
infrastructure of equipment. People in this area actually

read and understand instruction manuals of codes and
configurations. At the applications level, districts need
persons familiar with the diversity of computer applications
used to support teaching and learning. They're not steeped in
technical terminology but they possess a sound understanding
of hardware and software operation so they can assist with
maintenance or play an active role in trouble shooting. They
address a majority of the day-to-day glitches that overwhelm

many teachers. Often. the application specialists conduct
training activities and serve as a resource for their colleagues
in the classrooms. At the integration expertise level, districts
need teachers with a sound knowledge of specific technology
applications and skills with integrating the technology to
enhance teaching and learning progressively and
meaningfully. Under the umbrella of strong administrative

ho EISST COPY AVAELLIM



Continuations

Oeaership, the three expertise areas interface to offer a
dth and depth of technology support that is essential for

valid technology efforts in ourschools.
As school leaders contemplate their technology support

needs, I encourage them to view their needs through the lens
proposed by the "People Empowerment" graphic. Hopefully,
by systematically assessing their areas of need, they clarify
their view of the most critical areas of support. Equally
important. they develop a plan for building their capacity to
address all three areas. The data gathered as they look
through the "People Empowerment" lens can shape job
descriptions for computer leader types so the districts direct
their resources and energies as constructively as possible
toward building sound and reliable technology support teams.
There are many personnel configurations for addressing the
three general areas of expertise. The key is developing a
framework that closes the gaps in the current technology
support system at schools.

Sound leadership? Consider the two directions I've
proposed. Make plans for TIE '97 so you're building your
personal capacity for technology decision-making. And,
clarify your technology leadership and support needs by
fitting the "People Empowerment" model to the technology
efforts in your district. I believe those two steps can help
k ep school leaders on board with progressive technology

:rship.

(Students Hybridize...continued from page 12)

find it an interesting thought to ponder in relation to student
technology leaders. It offers hope for creative leadership that
continually looks for ways to find solutions by bringing
together two diverse notions in hybridizing brave new
futures.

In the evolution of hybrid development. I'm told, we are
very near the point of being able to pick out a plant gene, put
it in a single cell, and grow a specific plant. I wonder, in our
understanding of the characteristics of student technology
leadership, if we will someday reach that point.

(Product Review...continued frotn page -I)

link. The creation, called an Adventure Link, might be a
simple multimedia report about a landmark or place of
interest in the student's home state. The Adventure Link file
may include text, pictures, drawings, and a video. A special
button for access is added to the map in the reference tool.
This enables the student to use the reference tool, including
the student creation, for presentation purposes. Optional
Internet access from within the program connects directly to
the VR Didatech Site. The student can then submit his or

0kdventure Link to be shared, or can download files
ed by other students. The program provides excellent

preparatory training for learning to publish on the Web.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

You'relmited!
To be our guest for the...

9
7

Keynote Presentation
Tapping the Power of

Networked Multimedia

Featuring
Daniel E. Kinnaman,
nationally known educator,
author, and consultant

Rushmore Plaza Civic Center Arena
Sunday. April 13 7:00 8:30 PM

Imagine teachers, students, and communities with
"on-demand" access to a multimedia communications
network that brings virtually any information or
communication resource (including videotape, CD-ROM,
cable TV, video conferencing, videodisc,
satellite transmissions, scanned images, still video,
and worldwide Internet) directly to their desktops
over a local-area network. Consider the implications for
education policy and school organization. Experience,
first hand, the power of emerging digital technologies,
combined with traditional AV technologies, all in a
single integrated system with every resource just a point
and click away!

We want to acknowledge and thank the following
educational partners for providing the equipment and
Internet connection for Mr. Kinnaman's Keynote
Address: Compaq Computer Corporation, Safari
Technology, Inc. (formerly Dynacom Corporation),
and Internet provider MCI.

One lucky member of the Keynote audience will win
a Compaq computer!

lii
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I. Measurement of the Instructional Use of
Technology

Primary Question Addressed by Strategy:
Am I embracing and practicing a new paradigm of teaching and learning

that positions technology as a powerful catalyst in the school reform
process?

Sources, Context, and Support Materials for Strategy:
Computer Efficiency Article

In the attached article entitled Computer Efficiency: Measuring the Instructional Use
of Technology, author Christopher Moersch offers an instrument for assessing
computer efficiency within the context of a school reform process. He defines
computer efficiency "as the degree to which computers are being used to support
concept-based or process-based instruction, consequential learning, and higher order
thinking skills (e.g. interpreting data, reasoning, solving real-world problems)."

Clearly, the instrument and associated process provides school leaders with a
potential strategy for reviewing current instructional practices with technology, and
making judgments about the congruencies of those practices with a new paradigm
of teaching and learning associated with Communications Age schools.



For Tech Leaders

puter Efficiency
EASURING THE INSTRUCTIONAL USE OF TECHNOLOGY

By Christopher Moersch

A local news station documenting rhe
current status of computers in the schools
recently provided a provocative compari-
son between the stereotyped "haves" and
"have nots."Ar one school, parents, teach-
ers, and students were viewed as trapped
with aging Apple He computers collect-
ing dust in some remote computer lab
while their contemporaries on the other
side of the cracks were seen enjoying the
fruits of a recently passed bond levy that
had brought them new Power Macintosh

--nputers with full Ay capability con-
ced by an Ethernet network with

unlimited access to the global Internet.
The reality of the situation is that kids

are no better off in either an aging Apple
He lab or a new Macintosh/Windows lab
if a fundamental shift has not been made
in the way technology is being integrated
in the classroom. This shift involves re-
commissioning existing computers (yes,
even those old Apple He, Macintosh SE/
30s, and IBM XTs) as data analysis cen-
ters, probeware stations, multimedia
publishing outlets, and research kiosks to
prompt students to think, reason, make
informed decisions, and communicate
information based on the available data.

A myriad of research and conceptual
papers have documented the modest im-
pact technology has made toward altering
the prevailing curriculum design based on
subject matter and its emphasis on se-
quential instructional materials.

ditional verbal activities, and exposi-
/ teaching strategies (O'Neil, 1995:

Stoddard & Niederhauser, 1993;). Ac-
cording to the Office of Technology

Learning and Leading With Technology

Use the instrument described in this article to evaluate your

computer efficiencii in support of concept-based and process-

based instruction, consequential learning, and the development

of students higher order thinking skills.

Assessment, "rhe most common uses or
technology today are the use of videos for
presenting information, the use of com-
puters for basic skills practice at the
elementary and middle school levels, and
the use of word processing and other ge-
neric programs for developing
computer-specific skills in middle and
high schools" (O'Neil, 1995).

The often-cited reasons for tech-
nology's meager performance are com-
mon to most educational change efforts:
inadequate staff development, lack of
teacher preparation time, insufficient
equipment, and a basic lack of an overall
vision.

An Instrument for
Measuring Technology Use

Clearly, educational practitioners need
co embrace a new paradigm that positions

technology as a powerful catalyst in the
school reform process. To aid in this pro-

cess, I have developed an instrument that
measures computer efficiency ac che
school sire level. The term computer er.7:-

ciency is defined as the degree co which
computers are being used to support con-
cept-based or process-based instruction.
consequential learning, and higher order
thinking skills (e.g., interpreting data. rea-
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soning, solving real-worid problems). The
instrument is based primarily on my pre-
vious work (Moersch, 1995) and my
identification of specific levels of technol-

ogy implementation. A framework
describing the levels of technology imple-
mentation (LoTi) is given in Table 1. The
LoTi framework categorizes six levels of
computer efficiency, ranging from Non-
use (Level 0) to Refinement (Level 6).

As a school sire progresses from one
level to the next, a corresponding series
of changes co rhe instructional curricu-
lum is observed. The instructional focus
shifts from a reacher-centered to a
learner-centered orientation. Table 2
shows three developmental levels and the
changes that occur in instructional prac-
tices ar each level as a school sire changes

its orientation.
It should be noted that this approach

to measuring computer efficiency de-ern-
phasizes the importance of (1) the brand,
type, or age of computers at the school
site; ::21 the ratio of computers ro stu-
dents: and (3) the amount of funding
allocated for infrastructure (e.g., modems,
cable. networking configurations). In-
stead. primary emphasis is given co the
degree that technology is used to support
a constructivist orientation co classroom

BEST COPY AVAILME
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o access 'to tednolgy -basettitt orie-dthe laidiof tistreto..
.n... --to -cgimp emeritation.

tech'''' 7 2'dftio'sti-its.;dialidooan3;
--:-

.......-4'..1.z,.... .4 . . 4..7..1 .4...-riv.,.....yz:. :
waTPess tcteCotirputers '0-generally one step removed from the clasaroom

-(0.1:A" occurs in integrated learning systern'tabs, apecial corn-
Pi./114:iajibliams, computer literacy classes;and central-wOrd:

4,7*:ideisirkalis):toMi:iuter-based applications have little or no relevance.
teieher's instructional program. -;

..p.Nt-L,W.::ra*tt....41-=.i47-4, .

Upforation TeehnOlogyZased tools serve as a supplement (e.g., tutorials, educational
gatneS;."alrnulations) to the existing instructional program. The electronic

lOgy is employed either for extension activities or for enrichment_ .
"ses to the instructional program.

Infusion . Technology-based tools including databases, spreadsheets, graphing pack-
. ages, probes, calculators, multimedia applications, desktop publishing,

and telecommunications augment selected instructional events (e.g., sci-
. ence kit experiments using spreadsheets or graphs to analyze results, tele-

communications activities involving data sharing among schools).

4a Integration
(mechanical) Technology-based tools are mechanically integrated, providing a rich con-

- '-:,text for students' understanding of the pertinent concepts, themes, and
Heavy reliance is placed on prepackaged materials and sequen-

thanithat aid the teacher in the daily operation of the instructional
lien.; Technology (e.g., multimedia, telecommunications, databases,

spreadsheets, word processing) is perceived as a tool to identify and solve
authentic.problems relating to an overall theme or concept.

7integration - '37-;

reacher's 'can'teadil9 Create intcgiated units:with' lithe interiention from
'OUfikle reiources. TeChnology-based tools are easily and rbutinely inte-

.prOvicfing a rich context forstudents' understanding of the pertinent
ObnceOti,.themes, and Piocesses. TeOhnology hiUltimedia, telecom-

databases, spreadsheets, word processing) is perceived as
;zfrat.3o1 pi identify and salve authentic problems relating to an oyerall theme/
Ccept

.44%,r7Aresliinit"-+
5 logy access extended beyond the classroom. Classroom feach-

.1mktKielY elicit teChnology applications and networking from business
àiterpnses goVemmental agencies (eg., contacting NASA to establish a
link to an Orbiting space shuttle through the Internet), reSearch institutions,

UniVersities toeXpand stUdentexperiences directed at problem solv-
ing; issUei riSOlUtion, knd student aciiyism surrounding a major therne or

cept 17-7:17

. -
.

:Refinement -.'TedhnOlogyis Percei;/ed as a process, product (e.g., invention, patent,
' . softWare design),... and tool for students to use in solving authentic, . --

erns related to an identified real-world problem or iasue. In this con-
technology provides a seamless medium for information queries,
lem SaAng, and prOduct development Students have ready access

anda complete understanding of a vast array of technology-based tools
l'-:foacdciriiaati any particular task.
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For Tech Leacers

pedagogy based on the available hardware

and software at the school sire. By using
the Computer Efficiency Rating Chart on
page 55, school districts can reexamine
their technology purchasing practices.
staff development opportunities, and or-
ganization of the school day in light of a
much broader goaleleyating the level of
technology implementation systemwide.

Two Real-World
Computer Efficiency Audits

Schools can use the Computer Effi-
ciency Rating Chart to conduct a
technology audit using the computer ef-
ficiency instrument. For example, the rwo
schools identified in Tables 3 and 4 on

page 56Allendale Elementary School
and Evergreen Elementary Schoolre-
cently completed the audit, allowing rhem
to assess their results in an objective. in-
formed way.

Allendale Elementary Schooi is
equipped with a new Macintosh
computer lab complete with Internet
hookup and a local area nerwork (LAN)
connected to the district's wide area
nerwork (WAN). Most of the computers
in the lab ar Allendale are used as
workstations where students develop
their computer literacy (e.g., keyboarding)
skills or as integrated learning system
(ILS) terminals where they improve their
basic math and communication skilis. In
the classrooms, the computers are used
mostly for activities (e.g., students playing
drill-and-practice games ar the end of the
class period, making simple movies using
HyperStudio, and sending e-mail
messages over the Internet). These
activities supplement the teachers'
instructional curricula. Fifteen percent of
the computers are not used during the
instructional day.

At Evergreen Elementary School. a
"learning lab" is equipped with 10 Power
Macintosh computers. The remaining
computers are distributed in classrooms
throughout the school. The learning lab
has full Internet capabilities and is used
exclusively for student information

114
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Leaaers

.,carches, purposeful" multimedia pro-
auction, and data analysis. In the

1110
aissroom, teachers use their Apple ile
nd 2S6 computers as data analysis and

--..--i-oPeware" stations where students
garher, tabulate, and graph data for vari-

ous instructional activities. They also use

the computers to solve pertinent and rel-
evant problems related to an underlying

theme or concept.
F.701'11 this brief account of computer

use at the two elementary schools, the foi-

:owing points emerge:

1. The level of computer efficiency is in-
::uenced directly by how teachers are
..:sing computers to develop students
i-.igher order thinking skills.
.`.:either the age or type of computers

-.or the level of telecommunications
. .

:nirastructure has an impact on me er-

71ciency rating.

The differences in the socioeconomic
status of the two schools was not a
r'actor in the efficiency of thcir com-
puter use.

Learning Materials

Level 1

These points closely parallel the fin-d-

ings from Becker.s : 1995'; study or
exemplary computer-using teachers. L's-
nig national survey data collected from
teachers of academic subjects in grades 5-

12, Becker identified roughly 5% (45 out
4516 teachers) as being exemplary com-

puter-using teachers. Exemplary
computer-using teachers were defined as
educational practitioners who engaged
students in computer-based activities that
involved higher order chinking. These
activities included interpreting data. rea-
soning, writing, solving real-world
problems. and conducting scientific inves-
tigations.) Contrary to expectations, the
exemplary compurcr-us:na teachers
Becker identified did nor disproportion-
ately reach classes ofhigh-ability students.

nor were they over-rcziresen:ed in
socioeconomic communities.

What's the Solution:
Unfortunately. chanthng classroom prac-

tices so that they unleash the potential of

Organized by the content;
heavy reiiance on textbook
and sequential instructional materiais

Learning Activities Traditional veripal activities;
problem-soiving activities

Teaching Strategy Expository approach

Evaluation

Technology

Traditional evaluation practices,
including multiple choice, short
answer, and true/false Questions

Computer-based drill-and-practice
programs t e.s., traoitionai integrated
learning systems ilLS) computer games);
little connection between technology
use and overail theme or topic

ekNiT7 MARIAM

Level 2

Emphasis on science kits;

hands-on activities
(e.g., AIMS, FOSS)

.:omputer technoioth- will never occur ir
purchase-order acduisitions of new hard-

ware and infrastructure items take
precedence over quality staff development
opportunities. The billions of educational
dollars that have already been spent during

the past 20 years on hardware ranging from
Commodore 64s to Power Macintoshes at-

test to this fiandamental fact. As with any
change effort, our investment needs to be in

:cachets and not exclusively in hardware.
The Computer Efficiency Rating Chart
described in this article was designed to help

cducarional practitioners bridge this gap be-

tween computer acquisitions and computer

ase by providing valuable baseline data for

a school's current computer erEciency pro-
'rile. Such data can be instrumental in
shaping nature staff development interven-

dons that target elevated levels oirechnoloth-

implementation.

Christovher Moersch, National Business Liu-

:ation Alliance, P.O. Box 61, Corvallis, OR

97333; labauesr@peak.org

Emphasis on student's active role;
problem-soiving activities with little
cr no context; verification labs using
science kits and related hanos-on
experiences

Facilitator; resource person

Multiple assessment strategies,
including performance tasks
and open-ended and problem-
based auestions

Technology integrated into isolated
hand-on experiences (e.g., ::-e
tabulation snip grapning of cats to
analyze a survey or experiment);
information searches using
telecommunications

115
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Level 3

Determined by the problem areas
under study; extensive and
diversified resources

Emphasis on student activism
and issues; investigations and
resolutions; authentic hanas-on
inquiry related to a probiem
under investigation; focus on
experiential learning

Coleamer or facilitator

Multiple assessment strategies
integrated authentically throughout
the unit and linked to the problem/
theme/topic; portfolios. open-
ended questions, seif-anaivsis,
and peer review

Expanded view of technology as a
process, product. ana ros;l to find
solutions to authentic crociems,
communicate results, ana
retrieve information (e.g.,
use of spreadsheets, graphs,
probes, databases,
CD-ROM-based simulations.
and telecommunications)
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Computer Efficiency Rating Chart

10 0 , o G 0 0
Descriptor!

1

1

Level I Computer
Use %

I

I

Student
Use %

1 Computers ()
I ,

Product
BxCxDxE)

Nonuse 0

Awareness 1

Exploration 9

Infusion 3 I

Integration 4

Expansion 5 .

Refinement 6

Tota I 100%

0 Number of Computers

fo
Multiply the total in Box 0 by 4 (Level 4) =

Insert total from box G =
% = Computer
Efficiency Rating

Instructions
1. In Column 0, review the descriptors associated with tne levels of technology implementation in the LoTi fr:enework

chart (see Table 1, page 53).

2. In Column review the corresponding levei of technology implementation associated with eacn descriptor.8
3. In Column insert the percentage of computer use at each level (e.g., 50% at Level 2, 25% at Level 3). This category

should total 100%. This column shows how computers are being used at the school site. In fact, you should be able to

graph the data in this column as a pie chart.
4. ln Column°, insert the percentage of students using computers at each level. This category will not total 100%.

Theoretically, all students in the school might cycle through a computer lab (Level 1) in the morning but then use the

computer at a data analysis station (Levei 4) in their science or math classrooms in the afternoon.

5. In Column 0 insert the number of computers used at each level. Again, this category will not total 100% because the

same computers could conceivably be used for keyboarding during Period 1. drill and practice during Period 3, and

analyzing data during Periods 5 and 6.

6. In Column°, enter the result of multiplying the numbers in columns B, C, D, and E.

7. In Box enter the sum of all the products (B xCxDx E) found in Column F.

8. In Box enter the number cf computers used fc r. irstructional purocses a: the schcci site or ciassrocm.

9. In Box , insert the total from Box G as the numerator.

10. In Box , multiply the total number of computers shown in Box H by 4. Enter this number as the denominator. (The 4

represents Level 4 on the LoTi chart and serves as the minimum standard for effective technology implementation.)

In Box 0, enter the quotient from Box I and convert it to a percentage. This percentage represents the Computer

Efficiency Rating for your school or classroom.

Copy Me Page created by Christophirrurceh in cooperation with 15TE.
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Table 3. Allendale Elementary School

1 0 1 0
Descriptor Level, 0

Computer
Use %

0
Student
Use %

0
Computers (#)

0
Product

:ExCxDxE)

Nonuse 0 10% 107, 6 0

Awareness 1 50%
i

50% 20 .5

Exploration 2 25% 40% a 1.6

Infusion I
;

3 15% 20% 4 .36

Integration I
4 10% 10% 2 .05

Expansion 5 07. 0%
I

0 0

Refinement I
6 0% 0% 0 0

Total 100% 0 7.04

0 Number of Computers I 40 1

0 Insert totai from

MutIbly tne :otai in Box0 by 4

cox 0 = 7.04 4.4% = Computer Efficiency Rating

iLeVei 4) = 160

Student Popuiaticri:
Socioeconomic S;a:usi
Staff Members:
Computers:
Network:
Telecommunications:
Computer Efficiency Rating:

Approximateiv 250 stucenrs
3% of students on federa; free-luron c.rogram
20 full-time centificatea cersonnei
35 Power Macinzosn comci..irers a E ..;.ac:nrosn LC ill's

Ethernet
Direct Connecrion (T1 line
4.4%

Table 4. Evergreen Elementary School

0 0
Descriptor Level

0
Computer Use%

G
Student Use %

0
Computers (#)

0
Product

.:BxCxDxE)

Nonuse 0 07. 0% 0 0

Awareness 1 OZ Ox 0 0

Exploration 2 25% 20% 10 10

Infusion j 3 20% 75% 5 3.6

Integration
I

4 50% 100% 20 40

Expansion I
5 5% 10% 2 .05

Refinement I 6 0% 0% 0 0

Total 100% 0 44.65

oNumber of Computers 1 40

0 Insert the total from

Multiply the total from Box 0 by

Box e = 44.65 I 0 27.91% = Comouter Efficiency Rating

4 (Level4) = 160

Student Population: Approximately 250 students

Socioeconomic Status: 65% of students on federal free-luncn program
Staff Members: 20 full time certified personnel
Computers: 25 Apple Ile computers, 5 Power macintosh computers. ano 10 DOS 286 con-curers

Network: None

Telecommunications: Slip Access LIcca: provicier;
Computer Efficiency Rating: 25%
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Technology Leadership
Workshop Evaluation Form
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Technology Leadership Workshop
Evaluation Form

I'm leaving the workshop with . . .

an enhanced or affirmed "big picture" of current school change issues related to
technology

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Yes and More

current, useful materials addressing technology leadership issues
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Yes and More

more clarity about my beliefs, vision, and needs for my district's technology efforts
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Yes and More

new strategies for enhancing my technology leadership efforts
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Yes and More

expanded network of colleagues regarding technology efforts
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Yes and More

Indicate the degree to which the following components contributed to the
workshop effectiveness . . . .

presentation of "big picture" and related technology issues
None 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Greatly

resource materials and activities included in workshop manual
None 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Greatly

workshop participant and small group activities re: beliefs, vision, and needs
None 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Greatly

suggested strategies and support information included in workshop manual
None 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Greatly

network opportunities with other workshop participants
None 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Greatly



What did you like best about this workshop?

In what ways will this workshop be useful to you?

What improvements would your suggest for offering the workshop in the future?

Any additional comments?
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